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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
  

Florence County 2032:  

Connecting Our Past, Defining Our Future 

  

Executive Summary 

Presented by Kendig Keast Collaborative, the Florence County Comprehensive Plan is intended to guide 
future development, redevelopment, and community enhancement efforts over the next 10 years. It 
serves as a framework for thoughtful discussion on the real and perceived challenges currently facing 
Florence County, and the opportunities that will shape its future. Through long-range planning efforts, 
the County can accommodate its projected growth in a manner that preserves its history, culture, and 
overall quality of life for current and future residents.  

Process 

This effort stems from a planning and community engagement process.  The plan’s findings and 
recommendations focus on the physical and economic aspects of the County’s projected growth and 
development in the coming years. It provides guiding principles, goals, policies and action priorities that 
will help County elected and appointed officials and staff in determining the location, financing and 
sequencing of public improvements; administering development regulations; and guiding growth efforts. 
The Plan also provides a basis for coordinating the actions of many different functions and interests within 
and outside of County government. 

Purpose 

A comprehensive plan is usually the most important policy document a County government prepares and 
maintains. This is because the plan: 

• Lays out a long-range vision regarding the future growth and enhancement of the County. 

• Considers at once the entire geographic area of the County, including areas where new development 
and redevelopment may occur, along with its regional context. 

• Assesses near- and longer-term needs and desires across a variety of inter-related topics that 
represent the key “building blocks” of a community. 

• Serves as a guideline for measuring success, and is amended from time to time to remain a “living 
document” that is able to address changing circumstances. 
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Plan Notes 

• Despite these many avenues for action, the plan should not be considered a “cure all” for every tough problem 
a community faces. This plan focuses primarily on the responsibilities of County government in the physical 
planning arena, where Counties normally have a more direct and extensive role than in other areas that 
residents value, such as education and social services. Of necessity, comprehensive plans, as vision and policy 
documents, also must remain relatively general. 

• The resulting plan may not touch on every challenge before the County, but it is meant to set a tone and 
motivate concerted efforts to move the community forward in coming years. 

• There are certainly recommendations contained in the plan for future study of specific areas.  If the County 
wishes to expand and explore study on specific needs, funding should be set aside to program and prepare 
for those specific deep dives.   

Next Steps 

A comprehensive plan, if embraced by leadership and residents, has the potential to take a community to 
a whole new level in terms of livability and tangible accomplishments. 

The plan is ultimately a guidance document for County officials and staff, who must make decisions on a 
daily basis that will determine the future direction, financial health, and “look and feel” of the community. 
These decisions are carried out through: 

• Targeted programs and expenditures prioritized through the County’s annual budget process, 
including routine but essential functions such as code compliance. 

• Major public improvements and land acquisitions financed through the County’s budgeting efforts. 

• New regulations that stem from this plan. 

• Departmental work plans and resources in key areas. 

• Support for ongoing planning and studies that will further clarify needs, costs, benefits and 
strategies. 

• Pursuit of external grant funding to supplement local budgets and/or expedite certain projects. 

• Initiatives pursued in conjunction with other public and private partners to leverage resources and 
achieve successes neither could accomplish on their own. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Purpose 
  

This report provides background information about the County as it is today. This information is presented in topic 
areas relevant to a refreshed new Comprehensive Plan for the Florence County's physical growth and 
development. This report also highlights key planning considerations for the years ahead, which will set the stage 
for the Future County portion of the Comprehensive Plan in terms of community needs and desires for the next 
decade. The content of this Existing Florence County report is based on initial background studies to date by the 
Florence County's community planning consultant, Kendig Keast Collaborative, as well as leadership and 
community input received to this point. 

Benefits 
  
A comprehensive plan is a long-range, community-
driven policy document that lays the groundwork 
for how the County can take charge of, invest in, 
and realize its future over the next 10 years and 
beyond.  Florence County's previous update to the 
Comprehensive Plan was completed in 2017. In the 
ensuing years, Florence County has continued to 
plan, including working diligently on the FLATS 2040 
Long Range Transportation Plan, placing the County 
in an excellent position to create a new Comprehensive Plan. Keeping a Comprehensive Plan current is not only 
state law, but also a planning best practice.  It ensures the Plan reflects the newest emerging issues and 
opportunities. 

Comprehensive Plans: 
  

• Provide public officials with a greater understanding of existing conditions in their community, and the larger 
trends and forces that are impacting growth and development; 

• Provide a long-term outlook at the potential implications of land use, infrastructure, and other decisions; 

• Establish priorities for implementation strategies and actions to achieve preferred outcomes; 

• Place communities in more favorable positions when pursuing and securing grants and capital partnerships; 

• Offer an opportunity for constructive and meaningful public input, education, and engagement through a 
variety of forums, including one-on-one meetings, focus groups, town hall meetings, and community 
workshops; 

• Provide policy guidance and a legally defensible basis for effective and implementable land development 
regulations; 

Building on Past Plans 

Previous planning guidance for the County prior to this 
Comprehensive Plan: 

▪ 2017 Comprehensive Plan  

▪ 2040 FLATS Long Range Plan 

▪ Other Planning documents and guidance 
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• Provide a framework to enable local officials to make better-informed decisions based upon a coordinated 
plan to guide the orderly growth and development of their community; and 

• Provide the umbrella for weaving together any small area plans, through which greater synergies can be 
created. 

Engaging in a local comprehensive planning process enables Florence County to have a greater measure of control 
over its future and the opportunities and challenges that change will bring. Planning will enable the County to 
manage future growth, development and redevelopment actively as opposed to reacting to development 
proposals on a case-by-case basis without adequate and necessary consideration of County-wide issues. 

Approach - 
Existing County: Future County 
  
The planning process focuses first on providing a 
snapshot of existing conditions, through the lens of 
multiple plan elements, culminating in this Existing 
County report. The report includes discussion of the 
Florence County's history, location and physical 
characteristics and highlights its demographic 
composition and trends. A summary of key 
indicators, from the latest available U.S. Census 
data (including the 2020 U.S. Census) and other 
sources, illustrates historical and current conditions 
and context relevant to the Comprehensive Plan. 

Comprehensive plans are future-oriented and 
contain policies and actions that are intended to 
advance a set of preferred conditions. As such, the 
Future County component and its implementation 
emphasis will be the primary focus of the Florence 
County's Comprehensive Plan. The Future County 
portion will include recommended initiatives and strategies for guiding the Florence County's development and 
redevelopment while preserving community character, enhancing quality of life, and improving economic well-
being.  During community research, the following priorities were set that also guide the focus areas: 

1. Upkeep of existing commercial and industrial properties while recruiting more 

2. Continued support and improvement of public safety and other County Services 

3. Retention of college students with good jobs and things to do for younger people 

4. Quality and promotion of recreation and natural resources 

5. More and affordable housing options while supporting existing neighborhoods 

  

Focus Areas 

The focus areas within the Florence County’s 
Comprehensive Plan provide direction when setting 
program and funding priorities to enhance the quality 
of life in the county. 
The Focus Areas are: 

1.  Land Use and Development 

2.  Housing and Neighborhoods 

3.  Economic Development 

4.  Recreation and Amenities  

5.  Special Area Planning 
These focus areas were considered in developing this 
Existing County report and will orient the Future 
County portion of the Comprehensive Plan. 
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Benchmarking Data Points 

While the focus of the Existing County report is the existing conditions in the Florence County, it can be 
helpful to benchmark Florence County's data points to provide additional context. In this report, certain 
Florence County data points were compared with the data points of:  

› Region (Counties surrounding Florence County) 

› Larger Counties in South Carolina (comparable areas with regional cities) 

› State 

 

  

Naming the Plan:  Florence County 2032: 
Connecting Our Past, Defining Our Future 

Florence County 2032: Connecting Our Past, Defining Our Future is the name that has been selected for 
this Comprehensive Plan.  This title reflects the rich history Florence County boasts and points to a shared 
goal:  to shape the future and create opportunity in Florence County.   

 

County Setting and Context 
  

Florence County is the 10th largest County in area in South Carolina at 804 square miles.  With a population of 
137,059 per the 2020 Census, Florence County is the 13th largest.  With 46 counties in South Carolina, these facts 
put Florence County in the top third in both categories.  Florence County is also the largest in population among 
its neighboring counties and only second in area to Williamsburg County.   

In the bigger picture, Florence County is located in the Pee Dee Region of South Carolina. As shown in the regional 
context map, the County is in the center of the Pee Dee Region, shown in orange (map from SC.gov). Several major 
transportation routes, including I-95, I-20, SC Highways 51, 52, 301, 76, 327, and 378, providing access to the 
greater region.  In fact, I-20 terminates in Florence County at its intersection with I-95, making Florence County 
one of the few places in the United States with a major interstate ending within its jurisdiction. 

Florence County is also a hub for rail transporting people and freight across the region.  Similarly, the Florence 
Regional Airport also moves people and freight across the state and country.   

Florence County lies an average of 138 feet above sea level and like much of the greater Pee Dee area has a variety 
of landscapes and natural resources.    
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Regional Context 

 

Existing Florence County Report Content 
and Organization 
  

The information in this report is presented in the following topic areas relevant to the County’s Comprehensive 
Plan for guiding the Florence County's future physical development: 

• Historical Timeline 

• Population 

• Housing 

• Economic Development 

• Community Facilities 
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• Transportation 

• Natural Resources 

• Cultural Resources 

• Resiliency  

• Land Use 

• Priority Investment (This will be exclusively in the Future County Plan as it is a product of the elements above) 

The Future County Phase of the Plan will be a comprehensive guide to the future in one report considering all of 
these areas.  
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Engagement 

Public and leadership engagement activities were hosted by the consultant team and Florence County officials 
to help inform this report and establish where to focus data gathering efforts. Input and feedback received 
during these meetings is referenced in this Existing County report. These engagement activities included: 

›  Listening sessions with community leaders, public officials, department heads, and staff; 

›  Use of the interactive County enCodePlus website for project communication with the community; 

›  Two joint workshops with the County Council and Planning Commission;  

›  Public Workshop; and  

›  Several meetings with Planning Staff. 

Due to the COVID-19 public health emergency, ongoing at the time of the planning process, some engagement 
activities were hosted virtually or in a modified, socially distant manner. 

The county-wide enCodePlus site was utilized for the Comprehensive Plan outreach, providing information and 
work, including the ability to contact the project team. 
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HISTORICAL TIMELINE 
 

 

Early Days 

of 

Florence County 

Native Americans created settlements along the banks of the Pee Dee River. 

1730 

Robert Johnson, the first Royal Governor of S.C., created eleven townships. Each 
contained 20,000 acres, and each man, woman and child who would improve 50 acres 
would receive the land free. Immigrants from Pennsylvania settled in the Pee Dee 
area. Settlement was slow so the government offered bounties to people who would 
settle in the area. 

1780 
Francis Marion, "The Swamp Fox", led a militia to fight the British during the American 
Revolutionary War.  

1856 Henry Timrod founded a school for children.  It is currently located in Timrod Park.  

1860 
Development of the railroad industry led to the settlement of a town, what is now the 
City of Florence.  The first maps were created.  

1864 
The Stockade is constructed to house Civil War prisoners. It is eventually closed in 
1865.  

1888 
The South Carolina General Assembly creates Florence County and includes 
Timmonsville, Coward, Lake City, and Florence. 

1900s Florence County continues to grow through agriculture and settlement.  

Mid 1900s I-20 and I-95 are built bringing more people to Florence County than ever before.  

1963 Florence Darlington Technical College is founded.  

1970 Francis Marion University is founded.   

Throughout 
1900s-2000s 

Florence County continues to diversify its economy with textiles, manufacturing, 
medical, finance, and other industries.   

2021 Comprehensive Plan process launched to update last plan adopted in 2017. 
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Historical Photos of Florence County 

 
Early railroad days in Florence. 

 
Hewn Timber Cabins at Francis Marion University. 
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Florence County Through the Years 
  

Florence County has steadily expanded its footprint of development over the years. The aerial photos below, 
taken from County records and GIS data, visually demonstrate this growth in one area of the County.  There are 
many other examples and can be seen through the progression aerial photography on the Florence County GIS 
website.  The areas of the most intense new development are near I-95 corridor, where multiple new residential 
subdivisions and commercial developments have been built in recent years, with several under development 
currently. New development has also occurred throughout Florence County.  
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1966 vs 2021: I-95/I-20 Area and Mall  
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1998 vs 2021:  W. Palmetto St Area 
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POPULATION 
 

A review of key population indicators revealed a population boom in the 1970s and steady population growth in 
Florence County since. Continued growth, and both the opportunities and challenges it brings to Florence County, 
was a consistent theme heard during early engagement efforts for this Comprehensive Plan update. A common 
sentiment expressed was the need to address growth challenges such as traffic impacts while ensuring that growth 
is a positive for the residents both old and new.  It was also expressed that not all areas of the County are 
appropriate for continued growth, and indicated a strong desire to preserve the natural resource and quality of 
life enjoyed in Florence County enjoyed by its citizens.   

137,059 2020 Census Population 

The 2020 US Census population of Florence County was 137,059, representing a slower growth rate than that of 
the State of South Carolina since 2010.  However, with 1,419 new housing starts between 2012 and 2020, Florence 
County is certainly growing.  In fact, Florence County has grown 9% since 2000 when Florence County's population 
was 125,761 persons. Growth has slightly slowed in recent years in terms of new residents, but during leadership 
meetings, it was noted that the “daytime population” of Florence County is even higher due to the presence of 
many employees who work in Florence County but live elsewhere in the Pee Dee region.  Being the economic 
engine of the region not only impacts growth in Florence County, but also across the other Pee Dee counties.  The 
major employers in Florence County draw from the region at large with many employees traveling from nearby 
counties to work.   
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Population Chart 

 

 

Census Data Note 

This Comprehensive Plan was prepared at the start of a new decade. This is when one-of-a-kind data from 
the decennial U.S. Census (2020) is newly available. The COVID-19 public health emergency impacted the 
ability of the Census Bureau to conduct normal Census activities in 2020, causing the typical Census 
reporting timeframe to be extended. As of the drafting of this report, limited releases of 2020 Census data 
were available.  
In the meantime, interim results from the 2019 American Community Survey (ACS) are still, in many cases, 
the best source of detailed data about socioeconomic conditions at the local community level, especially 
for making “apples to apples” comparisons to other communities, the state, and the nation.  
However, it is important to note that the US Census is the official authority on US Population statistics and 
many financial allotments to States are based upon these figures.  It is too early to say if the COVID-19 
public health emergency impacted the accuracy, causing the typical Census figures to be affected. 
The Census Bureau will also not release its standard 2020 ACS 1-year estimates because of the impacts of 
the COVID-19 pandemic on data collection.  We will use available 2020 figures where appropriate and 
2019 figures where we need to make more detailed comparisons.  
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40 Median Age 

As of 2019, the median age of Florence County's residents was 40 which is slightly higher than the median age in 
South Carolina (39.4).  The median age has been steady over time, but has increased slightly in the past few 
years. This increase mirrors state and national increases in median age as the graying of the Baby Boom generation 
continues.   

$50,082 Median Household Income 

Median household income in Florence County was $50,082 in 2019 which was slightly lower than the median 
household income in the State of South Carolina, which was $53,199.  The higher median household income in 
South Carolina is being pulled up by higher income regions in South Carolina.  Florence County does have one of 
the highest median household income among its adjacent counties by a large margin, shared with Sumter County. 
A higher median household income in a region can be attractive for some prospective businesses and retailers 
potentially looking to locate within a County as it can indicate a higher “purchasing power.” Household income, 
as defined by the Census Bureau, includes earnings (wages and salaries), Social Security payments, pensions, child 
support, public assistance, annuities, money derived from rental properties, interest and dividends, and other 
sources. 
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Median Household Income Chart for Adjacent Counties 

 

 

16.3 
Percent of Population Below 
Poverty Level 

Just over 16 percent of residents in Florence County fell below the poverty level as of 2019. This is slightly higher 
than the percentage of the population in the State of South Carolina below the poverty level (13.8 percent). The 
percentage of the population below the poverty level is higher in the City of Florence at 19.1 percent, which is 
affecting the County levels. As of 2019, the City of Florence accounted for 28 percent of the total population of 
Florence County.  Following the Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) Statistical Policy Directive 14, the 
Census Bureau uses a set of money income thresholds that vary by family size and composition to determine who 
is in poverty. If a family's total income is less than the family's threshold, then that family and every individual in 
it is considered in poverty. The official poverty thresholds do not vary geographically, but they are updated for 
inflation using the Consumer Price Index (CPI-U). The official poverty definition uses money income before taxes 
and does not include capital gains or noncash benefits (such as public housing, Medicaid, and food stamps).  
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Poverty Level Chart 

 

 

23.3 
Percent of Residents Under Age 
18 

As of 2019, 31.5 percent of all households in Florence County had one or more persons under the age of 18, and 
23.3 percent of all residents were under age 18. This compares to the average for the State of South Carolina of 
21.6 percent of residents under age 18.  Most households in the County are families, at 67.4 percent with the 
majority as married couples with and without children in the home at 43.6 percent.  Only 3.7 percent of family 
households are males with no spouse, whereas 20.2 percent of these are females with no spouse.  Accordingly, 
as the share of families and children in County shifts over time, the County will need to continue addressing the 
differing needs of these demographic groups. 
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County Age Composition Chart 
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Percent of Population Under Age 18 in Adjacent Counties 

 

 

23.6 

Percent of Residents 25 Years 

and Over with an Educational 
Attainment of Bachelor’s Degree 

or Higher 

As of 2019 in Florence County, 85 percent of people 25 years and over had at least graduated from high school 
and 23.6 percent held a bachelor’s degree or higher.  This is the highest in the region by over 4 percent to the next 
highest County and nearly 15 percent higher than that of the lowest.  This may be due to the higher proportion of 
jobs in Florence County in industries that require an advanced degree. 
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Educational Attainment in Region 
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HOUSING 
 

Providing and maintaining quality housing in Florence County remains a top priority as growth continues, the 
population ages, and as affordability concerns increase. Ensuring high quality development standards are met and 
coordinated with other County services was raised during early engagement efforts, along with maintaining the 
integrity, affordability, and quality of existing housing and neighborhoods. 

Note: At the time of this report, economists and real estate specialists were highlighting COVID era concerns 
related to reduced housing construction, escalating costs, reduced inventories of new and resale homes, and 
resulting dramatic increases in median homes prices, leading to even greater affordability challenges given the 
relative pace of income growth. These trends were occurring nationwide and in South Carolina. This current reality 
should be taken into account when reviewing this section, which includes best available Census estimates from 
2019. Data on economic conditions and trends elsewhere in this report were likewise impacted later by pandemic 
effects, so Florence County will need to monitor the newest available post-COVID data on population, housing 
and economic indicators following the release of Census 2020 results for their 5-year plan review.  

61,817 
Housing Units in Florence 
County 

Florence County had an estimated 61,817 housing units in 2019.  This was an over 20 percent increase from the 
51,836 units that were observed in the 2000 Census.  Florence County maintains monthly building reports and 
residential is always a point of interest.  While additions and renovations continue and have always been steady, 
there was also a boom of housing in the mid 2000's before the national housing crisis.  Florence County was 
moderately affected by this similar to the rest of South Carolina.  However, in recent years during national 
economic recovery, the boom has continued.  Adding nearly 10,000 housing units in less than 20 years is 
significant considering the population has not grown by a similar percentage.  It was noted in engagement efforts 
and in County reporting that a variety of types of housing units, including townhomes, have been developed in 
recent years due to market demand and continued affordability concerns.   
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66.2 
Percent of Housing Units 

Built Before 1990 

In Florence County, 66.2 percent of all housing units were built prior to 1990. This 30-year threshold is significant 
as it represents a time when many homes and multi-family structures begin to need more substantial 
reinvestment or repairs. A substantial portion of the housing stock in the County is even older, with 27 percent of 
all housing units built prior to 1960. From 2012 to 2020, Florence County issued an average of 300 to 500 
residential building permits per year for new construction, alterations, or repairs.  This is significant activity for a 
County in this region. The majority of new residential construction permits were issued to builders constructing 
in new communities.  As of September 2021, 256  residential construction permits had been issued thus far for 
the year with over half being new houses.  As such, the trend in residential is continuing.   

Year Housing Units Built 
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$134,300 
Median Home Value 

(Owner-Occupied Units) 

In 2019, the median home value of owner-occupied housing units (non-rental) in Florence County was $134,300. 
This is lower than that of the State of South Carolina at $179,800, but higher than any other adjacent county by a 
significant margin.   

The median value of owner-occupied homes increased by $22,400 from the 2010 median of $111,900 in Florence 
County. Early engagement discussions for this plan indicated that both housing prices and land costs have been 
rising in recent years. This can present a challenge for maintaining existing housing and attracting new 
construction that is attainable for different segments of the population. 

65 
Percent of Housing Units 

are Owner-Occupied 

The percentage of housing units in Florence County that were owner-occupied as of 2019 (65 percent) is slightly 
less than that of the State of South Carolina (70 percent). The percentage of housing units in Florence County that 
are renter-occupied is higher than the share of the housing stock that is composed of multi-family units. This 
indicates that renting is also occurring within single-family detached homes or another product, including 
manufactured housing.  The chart below depicts the types of housing in 2019.  Townhouses in Florence County 
are booming.  Many have recently been completed and they are increasing in popularity.  This trend will affect 
the figures below when Florence County undergoes a 5 year plan update.  Not only will Florence County be 
affected, but also other locations within the region, state, and nation as developable land becomes scarce, 
maintenance costs of land increase, amenities become more and more important to residents, the population 
ages, and energy efficient homes are increase in demand. 
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Types of Housing Units Chart 

 

 

61 

Percent of Florence County 
Housing Units that 
are              Single-Family 
Detached 

The most prevalent housing types in Florence County, as of 2019, were single-family detached housing units, 
which comprised 61 percent of the housing stock, and mobile/manufactured housing, which comprised 21 percent 
of the housing stock. The remaining housing stock was comprised of single-family attached units (such as 
townhomes), at 1 percent, smaller multi-family sites (4 units or fewer), at 5 percent, and 5 or more apartment 
units at 12 percent. Engagement efforts revealed that Florence County also has a small percentage of residents 
living in recreational vehicles or structures that may not meet housing codes.   
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46.7 

Percent of Renters Paying More 
than 30 Percent of Income in 
Housing Costs 

The median gross rent in Florence County, as of 2019, was $790. Just almost half of Florence County renters (46.7 
percent) were paying more than 30 percent of their income in housing costs (a common indicator of housing 
unaffordability). By comparison, 23 percent of owners with a mortgage met this same threshold of paying more 
than 30 percent of their income toward housing costs. The table below indicates that for a Florence 
County resident making the median household income, affording a home at the median home value may be within 
reach, if supply is available. Early engagement discussions revealed that opportunities for home ownership, types 
of housing available, and housing affordability are all concerns in Florence County. Housing affordability, and 
rental housing affordability in particular, is an issue throughout the region and state.  There is not much inventory 
in this price range, if any, and townhomes are often for rent.  Homes in this price point, whether attached or 
detached, are not being developed anywhere in the region.  Increasing constructions costs exacerbate this 
problem.  Florence County is certainly aware of these issues and continues to work on this index. 

 
Median Household 

Income 

Maximum Home Price 
Affordable to Median 

Household Income 

Median Home 
Value 

Minimum 
Household Income 
to Afford Median 

Priced Home 

Florence County $50,082 $150,242 $134,300 $44,766 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 

Florence County's economy is largely driven by broader economic trends across South Carolina and the nation as 
a whole. Industrial and medical facilities provide a large segment of the employment base in Florence County, and 
economic trends that impact the energy sector also influence the overall economic health of Florence 
County.  While many economic factors are external and beyond the control of Florence County, the county can 
continue to work to strengthen its economy and be fiscally sustainable in its investments.  

60,000+ 
Total Jobs within 

the Florence County 

As of 2020, the Census Bureau estimates that Florence County had over 60,000 jobs within the County, across all 
employment sectors. The largest employers in Florence County include: 

Employer Type of Activity 
Approximate Number of 

Employees 

McLeod Regional Medical Center Medical 5,800 

Florence School District 1 Education 2,300 

MUSC Hospital Medical 1,174 

Assurant Insurance 1,080 

Tricare Insurance 1,010 

Honda Industrial  918 

Nan Ya Plastics Industrial 918 

Ruiz Foods Industrial  810 

Florence County  Government 805 

QVC Distribution 752 

Otis Elevator Industrial 635 

Performance Food Service Industrial 497 
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79 

Percent of All Those Who Work 

in Florence County Live Inside of 
County 

As of 2019, 79 percent of those who worked in Florence County were estimated to also live in the County. Of the 
more than 31 percent of local workers who did not live in Florence County, the highest percentage were coming 
from elsewhere in the Pee Dee with a broad range from surrounding counties.  The vast majority of workers in 
Florence County are working outside of their homes.  Just over 3,000 people worked from home as of 2019.  With 
the impact of COVID-19 not fully realized, the change in workplace from office to home may see these numbers 
increase in years to come.  However, the vast majority of employees in Florence County will continue to commute 
to work with the largest percentages working in healthcare, education, and manufacturing.   

Note: This analysis was performed utilizing the Census Bureau’s OntheMap tool, which uses Longitudinal 
Employment Household Data (LEHD). While the most recent data available is from 2019 (and differs slightly from 
the employment estimates provided previously as this accounts for private sector employment), it is still helpful 
for understanding present day commuting patterns and provides a good snapshot of the pattern of living and 
working in Florence County in the private sector.  
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Inflow/Outflow of Private Sector Jobs in 2019 

Source: Census OnTheMap, 2019 

 

14 

Percent Increase in the 1% 
Capital Project Sales 
Tax Revenue from  2020 to 2021 

When COVID-19 disrupted global, national and local economies in 2020, many believed local sales tax revenues 
would plummet from reduced consumer activities such as shopping and eating out. However, Florence County did 
not experience the same level of reduction as some other areas.  The Capital Project Sales Tax revenues from 2020 
to 2021 actually show a robust growth. Early engagement with the business community indicated that Florence 
County residents came together to support local businesses during the pandemic, and many businesses were able 
to access various funding supports.   
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Fiscal Year and Months Capital Project Sales Tax Revenue 

FY 20 July-September $6,226,919 

FY 20 October-December $5,985,161 

FY 20 January-March $6,341,851 

FY 20 April-June $5,448,929 

TOTAL $24,002,860 

  

FY 21 July-September $6,881,729 

FY 21 October-December $6,352,746 

FY 21 January-March $6,831,254 

FY 21 April-June  $7,223,881 

TOTAL $27,289,610 
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5 

New Industrial Sites Boasting 
$26+ Million in Investment by 
Florence County 

 

Florence County's Industrial Parks and sites for future growth of manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, and 
other targeted industrial uses are vast.  There are currently five, new active parks according to the Florence 
County Economic Development Partnership.  In a recent update from the Partnership, the following information 
was released:   
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Florence County, SC invests $26+ Million in Five Industrial Sites 

In the last two years, Florence County purchased over 1,000 acres of property for industrial development. Two 
of the industrial sites are rail-served, one site fronts Interstate 95 and another site is located in an existing 
industrial park. This unique combination of product allows us to ensure continued industrial growth within 

Florence County in the years to come. 
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Florence County Industrial Park East 

This 330-acre rail-served industrial park is located off U.S. Highway 76, less than ten miles from Interstate 95. 
Site work is currently underway including the addition of an industrial park entrance and deceleration lane on 

U.S. 76, extension of water and sewer infrastructure to a future speculative building site, mass grading of a 
100,000 SF speculative building site, and addition of an industrial park sign on U.S. 76. It is anticipated that site 

work will be complete in May 2022. 
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Florence County Industrial Park West 

Florence County Industrial Park West enjoys substantial frontage along I-95 and is located in an established 
industrial part of the county that has proven it can supply the labor needs of “household name” employers. 

The site is located directly across I-95 from Honda, which manufactures all-terrain and side-by-side vehicles at 
its Florence location. Given logistics positioning and strong demographics (high labor force participation, 

moderate median age, and moderately low median income levels) this is 315-acre property that could meet 
several higher-headcount and/or advanced requirements. 
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Highway 327 Industrial Site 

This 80-acre site is located on four-lane U.S. Highway 327, only four miles from Interstate 95. Located adjacent 
to Palmetto Paving Corporation, this site is prime for a single industrial user that desires quick access to I-95. 
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Lake City Commerce Center 

The Lake City Commerce Center is located less than one mile east of four-lane U.S. Highways 52 and less than 
one mile west of four-lane U.S. Highway 378 - which connects directly to Interstate 95. These major 

thoroughfares provide quick and easy access to the rest of Florence County and beyond. The 112-acre fully 
served park is located in an Opportunity Zone. Currently located in the park is Carbon Conversions, a carbon 

fiber recycling operation that has 40 employees. The front of the park lends well to commercial businesses and 
is home to Palmetto Printing and Lake City Family Dentistry. 
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Scranton Industrial Park 

This 150-acre rail-served Class A industrial park is a one of its kind asset in northeastern South Carolina and is 
being marketed to industrial prospects who are interested in becoming part of a dynamic community. With no 

jurisdictional wetlands nor any other impediments to development, the park offers a variety of site 
configurations to meet the demands of its end-users. Located strategically on U.S. 52, a four lane highway 

leading directly to the port terminal in Charleston, the park offers logistical and workforce advantages more 
economically than parks located in metro areas. Currently, significant site work is underway at the Scranton 

Industrial Park. Site clearing and grubbing, water and wastewater extensions, roadway extension, the addition 
of a 180GPM on-site wastewater pump station and two 100,000SF spec building pads are all set to be 

complete by the end of this calendar year. 
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22 

Programs, Opportunities, and 
Agencies available to support 
Existing Industry in Florence 
County 

The Florence County Economic Development Partnership also offers many opportunities to existing industries in 
Florence County.  These include National, State, and Local programs listed below are featured in a guide from 
the Florence County Economic Development Partnership recently created as a guide to educate and inform 
about the following programs and incentives: 

Opportunity Type of Program 

US Small Business Administration Business Support 

SC Manufacturing Extension Partnership Business Support 

SourceSC Business Support 

North Eastern Strategic Alliance Business Support 

SC Department of Commerce Recycling Program Business Support 

Florence Darlington Technical College Workforce Assistance  

Apprenticeship Carolina Workforce Assistance 

Southeastern Institute of Manufacturing & 
Technology 

Workforce Assistance 

The Continuum Workforce Assistance 

Francis Marion University Workforce Assistance 

readySC Workforce Assistance 

SC Works Workforce Assistance 

Tallo Workforce Assistance 

EZone Workforce Assistance 

SC Future Makers Workforce Assistance 

South Carolina Department of Employment and 
Workforce 

Workforce Assistance 

South Carolina Department of Commerce Expansion Resources 
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Opportunity Type of Program 

South Carolina Research Authority (SCRA) / SC 
Launch 

Expansion Resources 

U.S. Department of Commerce Economic 
Development Administration 

Expansion Resources 

JEDA Expansion Resources 

CSX Logistics 

SC Ports Authority Logistics 

  

 
McCall Farms 
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
 

Florence County has tremendous facilities throughout the County that are comprised of infrastructure, public 
safety facilities, civic uses, recreation uses, educational facilities, and medical uses.  These are spread throughout 
the County and offer citizens and visitors vast choices.    

Infrastructure 
  

Water and Sewer infrastructure throughout Florence County is comprised of water systems, wastewater 
systems, streets, and drainage.  While the transportation network will be detailed in the Transportation section 
of this report, it is important to note that the vast majority of water and wastewater systems are supported by 
the municipalities within Florence County.  They do provide opportunities for growth and development 
throughout the county as development needs continue to require these services.  Where and how Florence 
County grows and develops will be determined not only by market forces, but also by development constraints 
such as environmental resources, floodplains, and availability of utilities. Florence County must work with the 
municipalities to ensure that utilities and public facilities have the capacity to serve both existing developed 
areas and new growth and development. 

Public Safety 
  

Florence County boasts a high performing and technically advanced group of public safety teams throughout 
Florence County.  These include:  

Florence County Emergency Management Department 
  

This department is responsible for coordination and operation of a county-wide, multi-hazard disaster 
preparedness program; public safety and general government radio communications services; and E-911 network 
services.  FCEMD receives thousands of calls each month.  
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Emergency Medical Services 
  

24,000 Responses to Incidents in 2020 

With seven EMS Stations across Florence County, Florence County EMS responded to over 24,000 incidents in 
2020. 
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Sheriff's Office  
  

The Florence County Sheriff's Office, the largest department in County government, includes divisions focused on 
investigations, patrol, special operations, special services, and a detention center.  They are focused on the safety 
of the County and feature an online mapping system to track activity from the previous year.  
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Florence County DDACTS System 

 

Fire Protection  
  

7 Fire Districts in Florence County 

In addition to municipal fire departments within Florence County and other special purpose Fire Districts, the 
Unified Fire District Board consists of seven fire departments serving areas within Florence County.  These include 
the following: 

Fire Department ISO Rating 

Olanta Rural Fire Department 4 

West Florence Rural Volunteer Fire Department 3 

Windy Hill Volunteer Fire Company 3 

Hannah Salem-Friendfield Fire Protection District, Inc 5 

Sardis-Timmonsville Rural Fire Department 6 

Howe Springs Volunteer Fire Company, Inc 5 

Johnsonville Fire Department, Inc 3 
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Ratings are determined by the Insurance Services Office (ISO) ranging from 1 (best) to 10 (worst). ISO measures 
the quality of fire protection on which insurance premiums are based. The ISO protection classification ratings can 
result in lowered insurance rates for homeowners and business owners. Very few non-municipal fire departments 
can achieve a rating higher than 3 and it is important to note that this rating is not the full measure of the 
effectiveness of a fire department.  Municipal fire departments within Florence County maintain higher ISO 
ratings due to a variety of factors. 

Civic 
  

Florence County can attribute a great deal of civic pride to the numerous public facilities that operate within its 
jurisdiction.  Many of these facilities are located within and operated by municipalities.  Florence County also owns 
and maintains many facilities, some of which are discussed in other sections of this report.  While the list could be 
endless, this report will focus on the library system.  

Libraries 
  

Florence County is home to a library system headquartered at the Doctors Bruce and Lee Foundation Library.  With 
its exquisite architecture and unrivaled collection for the region, this building features 82,000 square feet with 
meeting rooms, public computer terminals, and a South Carolina history room.  Opened in 2005, it became the 
capstone of the library system supporting 5 additional branch libraries throughout the County.  All of these 
branches are also modern, easily accessible, and feature large collections in their own right.  Florence County 
residents have access to a libraries that meets all modern library standards that rival those of any county in South 
Carolina.  

 

Doctors Bruce and Lee Foundation Library.  Photo by Greater Florence Chamber of Commerce. 
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Dr. John M. Thomason Public Library in Olanta.  Photo by Town of Olanta.   

Recreation 
  

Florence County Parks and Recreation operates a numerous facilities and events throughout the year that 
contribute to the quality of life in Florence County.  While many some of these facilities will be discussed in greater 
detail in the Natural Resources element, it is important to note the vast array of recreation options in Florence 
County, including:  

• Athletics: Baseball, Softball, Miracle League, ESPORTS, Football, Soccer, Volleyball, Basketball, Tennis, 
Cheerleading, Tumbling, Karate Classes 

• Senior Programming: Computer Classes, Arts & Crafts, Exercise Classes, Bingo, Movies, Line Dancing, Card 
Games, Crocheting, Senior Trips 

• Lynches River County Park: Summer Camp, 1st Saturday Programming For Families, Wild Weekends, Archery 
Clinics, Moonlight Kayak/Canoe Trips, Paws On The Pad 

• Department Events: Wildlife Winterfest, River Jamboree, Creepy Critters Sleepover, Tails & Trails, The 
Golden Wedding, Volunteer Banquet, Senior Games, Fishing Derby, and more 
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By the Numbers 
  

Florence County can boast over 5,000 children participate in sports annually, including the newest E-Sports, a new 
way for kids to participate in an alternative to traditional sports.  The County also organized 54 trips in 2019 
covering over 29,000 miles for senior citizens.  This is a terrific way to get seniors involved in the community with 
active programming.  Lynches River County Park, which will be highlighted in the Natural Resources Element, has 
over 77,000 visitors annually with over 4 miles of nature trails, 182 nightly cabin rentals, and nearly 300 overnight 
campground visits.  This facility generates over $80,000 in revenue annually.  These are just some of the statistics 
that Florence County Parks and Recreation claims annually.  
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Facilities 
  

Florence County maintains over 900 acres of park space, 51 athletic fields, 1 splash pad, 1 gymnasium, 1 climbing 
wall, 10 tennis courts, 19 picnic shelters, 1 archery range, 16 playgrounds, 2 football fields, 2 boat landings, 1 disc 
golf course, and 2 canoe/kayak launch areas.  This is a tremendous amount of property to maintain and market 
programming for in the County.  The County has undertaken a comprehensive study of their programming and 
facilities to be ready for review soon. 

Education 
  

Florence County is home to a multitude of educational facilities from preschool to higher education.  There are 
five public K-12 school districts, one university, one technical college, and many private schools.  All of these 
provide services for Florence County residents and many bring residents from surrounding counties to Florence 
County on a daily basis.   
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School or District Classification 

Florence School District 1 - Florence Public, K-12 

Florence School District 2 - Pamplico Public, K-12 

Florence School District 3 - Coward, Lake City, Olanta, 
Scranton 

Public, K-12 

Florence School District 4 - Timmonsville Public, K-12 

Florence School District 5 - Johnsonville Public, K-12 

All Saints' Episcopal Day School Private, K-6 

Faith Christian Academy Private, K-12 

Florence Christian School Private, K-12 

Highland Park Kindergarten Private, K 

The King's Academy Private, K-12 

Montessori School of Florence Private, K-6 

St. Anthony Catholic School Private, K-8 

Note:  K is representative of Kindergarten, which starts at earlier ages for some programs. 

 

160 
Degree Programs Offered 

in Florence County  

 
With 75 degree programs, Francis Marion University is 
one of South Carolina's 13 state-supported universities 
making its home in Florence County.  A beautiful 
campus of over 300 acres, FMU offers students 
opportunities in many fields of study across 
undergraduate and graduate programs.   It rests on the 
east side of Florence County.   

Florence-Darlington Technical College provides degree 
and certificate programs to students with the goal of 
creating graduates that can become highly marketable 
in the economic climate of Florence County.  Florence-
Darlington Technical College includes the Leatherman 
Advanced Manufacturing Center and the Gould 
Incubator at the Southeastern Institute of Manufacturing and Technology (SiMT). 

  

 

Francis Marion University 
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Florence-Darlington Technical College 

Medical 
  

Florence County is home to two major medical systems that support the region as well as the County.  The first is 
McLeod Health.  According to Florence County's website, McLeod Regional Medical serves the health care needs 
of Florence and Northeast South Carolina. The level of medical expertise and technology at this facility is on a par 
with the country's leading medical institutions. McLeod is a 331 bed referral and reaching medical complex on a 
75-acre campus, designated as the regional neonatal and trauma center. Today, McLeod serves as the regional 
referral center for 12 counties in southeastern South Carolina. McLeod's neonatal intensive care unit is among the 
Southeasts finest.  
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McLeod Health 

  

The second is the Florence Medical Center of MUSC Health.  The County website states that the Florence Medical 
Center is a leading regional acute care facility consisting of 396 patient beds, 1,500 employees, and more than 425 
physicians representing all primary specialties.  Part of the Medical University of South Carolina Health family, a 
nationally recognized and respected academic medical institution located in Charleston, South Carolina.  
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Florence Medical Center 
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TRANSPORTATION 

Florence County has an extensive and impressive transportation network composed of 
roads, an airport, rail, and a transit system that make it a hub for the entire Pee Dee and 
region.  Its proximity to the inland port in Dillon County is also an asset.   

Roads 

Florence County has a long standing history of supporting and funding transportation 
projects throughout Florence County.  From FLATS to the Capital Project Sales Tax, the 
County is involved in transportation planning at all levels and modes.  While FLATS (Florence 
Area Transportation Study) is responsible for transportation planning in portions of Florence 
County and prepares independent planning documents including the LRTP (Long Range 
Transportation Plan) and TIP (Transportation Improvement Program), it is important to 
highlight transportation planning features as part of this plan for the FLATS area and other 
non-FLATS areas in Florence County. 

 

 

58,000+ 
Annual Average Daily Traffic 

Along I-95 in 2019 

The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) measures the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) 
along its system. The highest traffic counts in Florence County in 2019 were along I-95, with over 58,000 vehicles 
a day measured near I-20. AADT has increased over time, but numbers for 2020 may see a slight decrease due to 
the pandemic. Other roadways with the highest traffic counts were I-20, 52, 51, 76, 378, and 301.  
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About FLATS

 

As a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), the Florence Area Transportation Study (FLATS) is a 
process by which local officials and citizens have input in the expenditure of transportation funds within 
the urban area of Florence, South Carolina. Any major road project or transit project that takes place in 
this area using federal funds must be considered and approved by the FLATS Policy Committee. 

The FLATS Policy Committee consists of representatives from the State Legislature, members of Florence 
County Council and Florence City Council, and the Mayor of the Town of Quinby. Any projects that come 
before the FLATS Policy Committee are first examined by the FLATS Study Team, which consists of 
technical representatives from various agencies and departments in the area. The recommendations 
provided by the FLATS Study Team are then passed on to the FLATS Policy Committee for consideration. 
Projects approved by the FLATS Policy Committee are then listed in the Transportation Improvement 
Program (TIP). 

Efforts are made to give the public an opportunity to have input in the transportation planning process. A 
wide range of people, including agencies, community groups, individuals, and the media, are notified of 
the meetings. The Florence County Planning Department provides the staff work for FLATS and is 
available to assist the public with transportation questions. 
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FLATS Study Area 

The FLATS urbanized area 
consists of the City of Florence, 
Town of Quinby, City of 
Darlington, Town of 
Timmonsville and portions of 
Florence and Darlington 
counties. The Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) and the 
Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA) regulations require all 
urbanized areas with 
populations of 50,000 or more 
to create an MPO. Each MPO 
must develop a cooperative, 
comprehensive and continuing 
transportation planning 
process in order to qualify for 
Federal funding for 
transportation projects within 
the FLATS Study Area 
Boundary. In addition to 
others, there are three primary 
responsibilities of an MPO: 1) 
Develop and maintain a Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), which is, at a minimum, a 25-year 
transportation vision for the planning area; and 2) Develop and maintain a financially constrained 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), which is the agreed upon list of specific projects for which 
federal funds are anticipated; and 3) Develop and maintain a Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), 
which identifies the annual transportation planning activities that are to be undertaken in support of 
goals, objectives and actions established in the LRTP. The above referenced documents are periodically 
corrected or amended. Opportunities for public input are advertised and public comments are actively 
solicited for each. The federal funds utilized for Guideshare projects in the TIP Financial Plan are allocated 
through the most current Federal Surface Transportation Program (STP) Bill/Law approved by the U.S. 
Congress. 

To view the TIP, LRTP, and other FLATS documents, visit: http://florenceco.org/offices/planning/flats/ 
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Other Areas 
  

Florence County is home to many roads and corridors not in the FLATS study area.  These are accounted for in the 
Pee Dee Regional Council of Governments (PDCOG) Rural Transportation Planning Efforts.  These efforts outline 
Counties in the Pee Dee area, with the most recent plan programming $9 million in funding in Florence County 
over the next five years in the following projects:  

 

To view more about these projects, visit:  

https://www.peedeecog.org/planning_community___economic_development_/planning/transportation.php 

Sidewalks and Complete Streets 
  

While FLATS handles multiple modes of transportation, including sidewalks, it is important to discuss this on a 
County level as all of Florence County has some existing sidewalks and continues to desire improvements.  The 
County has made significant strides in sidewalk improvements to the sidewalk network that it has steadily been 
working to expand through the completion.  Many of the existing sidewalks within the County are found within 
residential neighborhoods and along commercial corridors. Several major commercial corridors have continuous 
sidewalks to connect businesses or to connect transit stops. However, several older areas, especially older 
residential neighborhoods also do not have sidewalks.  As Florence County continues to grow, it can explore 
alternative funding to retrofit sidewalks in areas where non exist and continue to support development efforts for 
placing sidewalks in new construction.  Sidewalks are also part of Complete Streets.  The guidance below from 
SCDOT explains how funding for walking, bicycling, and transit will be accommodated based on project type:  
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Capital Project Sales Tax 
  

The Capital Project Sales Tax is a renewal of the existing 1-cent local option sales tax and provides funding for the 
design, engineering, construction, and improvement of highways, roads, streets, drainage systems and/or bridges, 
improve traffic flow into and through Florence County, facilitate economic development, promote public safety, 
promote desirable living conditions, provide improved recreational facilities, promote public health and safety in 
the event of fire, emergency, panic and other dangers and meet present and future needs of Florence County and 
its citizens.  To learn more about each of the iterations of the program, visit the links 
at: http://florenceco.org/road-projects/.  This website includes an aerial tour of several of the projects that have 
been funded.  

Capital Projects Website 

 

 

Transit 
  

PDRTA (Pee Dee Regional Transit Authority) serves 
several Pee Dee Counties, including 
Florence.  Formed in 1974, they were the first 
Regional Transportation Authority formed in the 
state of South Carolina. Within 2 years, they began 
serving the six counties that make up the Pee Dee 
region – Chesterfield, Darlington, Dillon, Florence, 
Marion, and Marlboro.  They focus on access to 
transportation in several areas including paratransit, fixed route service, and job access among others.  They have 
also developed a Where is PDRTA? Interactive Map to help riders locate their ride.  That website is featured on 

 

PDRTA Bus at the Library 
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the PDRTA website, but also as a standalone feature here:  https://whereispdrta.com/map as well as a mobile 
app, which is the most widely used version of this tool.  

Where is My Ride? 

 

Airport 
  

The corporate powers and duties of the Pee Dee Regional Airport District are exercised and performed through 
the Pee Dee Regional Airport Authority. The Authority has nine members; two members are nominated to 
represent the City of Florence, three members are nominated by Florence County, and two members are 
nominated each by Marion and Dillon Counties. Upon nomination, the Governor reviews the nomination and 
typically appoints the member to serve a four-year term on the Authority. Each Authority member may serve two 
four-year terms until replaced by another. 
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The creation of the Florence Regional Airport began in 1928 when local leaders purchase 300 acres of land for the 
purpose of developing an Airport. With the onset of World War II, the War Department acquired an additional 
1,400 acres and used the site as an Army Air Corps training base. During the war years, P-39 Aircobra, P-40 
Warhawk, Pursuit/Fighter aircraft, and A-20 Havoc and A-26 Marauder light attack/bomber aircraft crews and 
support personnel trained here. Following the war, the property was deeded back to the City of Florence and later 
split with Florence County. The Florence City-County Airport Commission governed the Airport until the state 
legislature created the Pee Dee Regional Airport District in 1999. The Airport District is a political subdivision of 
the State of South Carolina and encompasses Dillon, Florence and Marion Counties. 
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Rail 
  

75 
At Grade Railroad Crossings 

in Florence County 

The railroad network in and around the Florence County forms one of the key modes of transportation 
for the movement of goods. Due to its proximity to the Port of Charleston and Inland Port in Dillon, the 
region has emerged as a key logistics area for the transport of goods throughout the region and to points 
beyond. Large logistics facilities surge in this region as the efficient flow of goods and freight helps 
support the regional and national economy. Railroads are one of the most economical modes of 
transporting goods. The existing railroad network within the County includes 75 at grade rail 
crossings.  This represents not only a vast rail network within Florence County, but also presents a safety 
problem with vehicle crossings.  Continued awareness and safety discussions of how to navigate at grade 
crossings can be a goal for the County to continue, especially with younger drivers who may not be aware 
of how to safely navigate these situations.  These crossings also inhibit emergency vehicles when stops 
are frequent and long.  The County and CSX both continue to seek solutions. 
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At Grade Rail Crossing Safety Tips 

 
7 Steps for Navigating Freight and Commuter Train Crossings: 

1. Stop, look both ways, and listen. Remember that trains always have the right of way. 

2. Make sure you have room to get across. Once you enter the crossing, keep moving. 

3. Stop 15 feet away from flashing red lights, lowered gates, a signaling flagman or a stop sign. 

4. Never try to drive around a lowering gate. Never ignore signals, and always use caution. 

5. Before you begin to cross, wait for gates to fully rise and for all lights to stop flashing. 

6. Never assume that there is only one train coming from a single direction. 

7. If your car stalls on a rail track, quickly get everyone out - even if you don’t see a train coming. Then, run away 
from the tracks and your car. Avoid running in the same direction that the train is coming, because you could 
be hit by flying debris if a train hits your car. When it’s safe to do so, call the number on the blue Emergency 
Notification System sign. If the sign is not visible to you, call 911. 

Source: https://www.nhtsa.gov/campaign/railroad-crossing 
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4,641 Motor Vehicle Crashes in 2019 

SCDPS’s Crash Record Information System recorded 4,641 crashes in Florence County in 2019.  These included 31 
fatalities.  These numbers rank Florence County 10th overall among South Carolina's 46 counties.  This continues 
to be a serious issue across South Carolina and requires continued enforcement and monitoring for the Florence 
County Sheriff's Office and its partner agencies across the County.  FLATS and the PDCOG also continually monitor 
the situation for potential safety projects in concert with SCDOT and FHWA. 
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NATURAL RESOURCES 

Florence County has a vast system of natural resources that are made up of passive rivers, 
streams, and open space as well as organized parks and recreation facilities.  Some details 
of those facilities are described in the Community Facilities element.  Others are described 
below.   

 

 

900 
Outdoor acreage in County's 
Park System 

Florence County currently operates and maintains 900 acres of public parks. Florence County's parkland inventory 
continues to grow to better serve residents.  These parks offer many different types of amenities including trails, 
interactive nature, kayak and canoe launch sites, as well as campgrounds and cabins.  These are integral parts of 
connecting Florence County residents with the beauty found in its natural resources.  It is vital for Parks and 
Recreation to continue to be well funded to support this system and continue the programming it offers to County 
residents.   
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139,000 
Acres covered by water in 
Florence County 

Florence County is also rich in water resources.  Florence County has over 139,000 acres covered by water. These 
water sources include rivers, creeks, ponds, and streams.  The most recently completed Comprehensive Plan prior 
to this effort includes an extremely detailed list of water features including the following:  

  

Rivers 
  

• Great Pee Dee River: This River forms the eastern border of Florence County and runs in a southeastern 
direction. This is the larger of the two rivers associated with the County and has a drainage area over most 
of the northeast portion of Florence County. 

• Lynches River: Lynches River enters the County on the west near Cartersville and runs through the middle 
and southeast parts of the County. Its boundaries merge with the Great Pee Dee River in the southeastern 
corner of the County. 

Lakes and Ponds 
  

• Forest Lake: Located off of West Palmetto Street 

• Lazar Lake: Situated between Second Loop Road and Jeffries Creek 

• Lynches Lake: Located between Lake City and Johnsonville 

• Lake Oakdale: Located northwest of Interstate 95 in the Oakdale community 

• Freedom Florence Pond: Located off of SC 51 near Jefferies Creek 

• McLeod Park Pond: Located off of US 76 at David McLeod Park 

• Muldrows Mill Pond: Located south of the City of Florence near US 52 

• Quinby Pond: Located on King Road 

Wetlands 
  

Wetlands cover a large part of Florence County. These areas create a number of outdoor activities including 
fishing, hunting, boating, wildlife observation, natural studies, swimming, camping, and hiking. According to the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), “Inland wetlands are most common on floodplains along rivers and 
streams, in isolated depressions surrounded by dry land, along the margins of lakes and ponds, and in other low-
lying areas where the groundwater intercepts the soil surface or where precipitation sufficiently saturates the 
soil”.  Florence County wetlands may include marshes and wet meadows with herbaceous plants, swamps 
dominated by shrubs, and wooded swamps with trees as described by the EPA. These areas are abundant in 
undisturbed plant and animal life with some of the species found being rare and endangered. 
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Swamps 
  

• Back Swamp: Traces a portion of the northern County line abutting Darlington County 

• Big Swamp: Runs parallel with a portion of SC 51 near the Pamplico area 

• Deep Hole Swamp: Located in Cartersville 

• Douglas Swamp: Located in the Motts area, southwest of Olanta 

• Lake Swamp: Situated between Timmonsville and Effingham 

• Little Swamp: Located near the Pee Dee River in the southeastern part of the County 

• Long Branch Swamp: Runs along the southern portion of the County line and borders Williamsburg County 

• Middle Swamp: Located southwest of the City of Florence 

• Polk Swamp: Located in the northeast part of Florence County 

• Sparrow Swamp: Situated south of Timmonsville 

• Snow’s Island: Located in the southeastern most tip of the County near Johnsonville 

Branches 
  

• Alligator Branch: Located between US 52 and Savannah Grove Road 

• Barfields Old Mill Branch: Located northeast of Pamplico 

• Bay Branch: Located in the Cartersville Township, west of Timmonsville 

• Big Branch: Located near Danwood 

• Bigham Branch: Located north of Pamplico 

• Boggy Branch: Located in the northeast part of County 

• Bullock Branch: Located southeast of Pamplico 

• Bushy Branch: Runs through Olanta and into Douglas Swamp, just south of Olanta 

• Camp Branch: Runs along Highway 403, towards Lake City 

• Cane Branch: Located in the north central part of County 

• Claussen Branch: Located in the northeast part of County 

• Gum Branch: Located on Cane Branch Road 

• Long Branch: Located in the northeast part of County 

• McCall Branch: Located west of Evergreen 

• Meadow Prong Branch: Located in Effingham, west of Savannah Grove Road 

• Middle Branch: Situated in the northern part of County 

• Mill Branch: Located on the eastern part of the County, north of Pamplico 

• Mill Pond Branch: Located southwest of Pamplico 

• Pole Cat Branch: Located near Lynch Cross Roads, west of Coward 

• Two Mile Branch: Located west of Scranton (1997 Comprehensive Plan) Creeks 

• Adams Creek: Located in the northern part of County 
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• Beaver Dam Creek: Located northwest of the City of Florence 

• Black Creek: Located north of Quinby 

• Clarks Creek: Marks a portion of the southeastern County line 

• Cypress Creek: Located near Evergreen 

• Deep Creek: Located north of Johnsonville 

• High Hill Creek: Located between Coward and Scranton 

• Jeffries Creek: Runs through the northern portion of the County from the Darlington County line in the west 
to the Pee Dee River in the east 

• Muddy Creek: Runs along the southern portion of the County line near Johnsonville 

• Willow Creek: Located near Evergreen (1997 Comprehensive Plan) 

 

Carolina Bays 
  

Interestingly, there is one landform type that is not found in many other places around the world.  The following 
information is taken from a brochure from US Fisheries and Wildlife to assist in explaining this resource. Carolina 
Bays are small wetland depressions which are symmetrically oval in shape. When seen from the air, they are very 
distinct and the long axis of the oval is always oriented northwest to southeast. These wetlands occur only in the 
coastal plain regions of North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia and vary in size from one acre to thousands 
of acres. The origin of Carolina Bays is a mystery. Some theories include: meteor showers, ocean currents, and 
sinkholes, but each theory has at least one flaw to disprove it. There are several different vegetative structures 
found in Carolina Bays based on the depression depth, size, hydrology, and subsurface. The map below shows 
Woods Bay located in Florence County, near Olanta. The map below shows Woods Bay located in Florence County, 
near Olanta. Woods Bay consists of 1,590 acres including marsh, sand hills, oak, hickory forest and a shrub bog. 
More than 75 species of mammals, reptiles and amphibians are found here, along with more than 150 species of 
birds. Woods Bay State Natural Area offers a close-up look at one of the last remaining large Carolina Bays on the 
Atlantic Coastal Plain. Kingsburg Bay is a very unique Carolina Bay in Kingsburg, Lower Florence County that is 
being extensively studied for its unique plant and animal communities. 
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 Carolina Bay in Florence County  

  

 

172 
Approximate Acreage in the 
Flood Zone in Florence County  

Florence County has approximately 172 square miles located in a flood hazard area as mapped by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). A map of the 100-year and 500-year flood plains of Florence County is 
available here for your reference. You can also print an official FIRM map from FEMA here by typing in your 
address. 

A Certified Floodplain Manager is available in the Florence County Planning and Building Department to assist 
you with maps, flood protection information, and provide advice on retrofitting techniques for structures in the 
floodplain. 
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Current and past FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM), from FEMA may be viewed in the Florence County 
Planning and Building Department, located at 518 South Irby Street. FEMA FIRM maps, reference materials, 
pamphlets and videos also are available at the Doctors Bruce and Lee Foundation Library. 
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CULTURAL RESOURCES 
 

Florence County is home to many cultural resources, including libraries and others discussed in the Community 
Facilities element.  In addition to those, Florence County is home to museums, the Florence Civic Center, the 
National Cemetery, the Civil War Stockade, a Motor Speedway in Timmonsville being revived, and the SC BBQ 
Trail.  Many of these are detailed below.   

MUSEUMS 
  

This section describes the museums in our area that have a variety of exhibits and attract a wide-range of interest. 

The War Between the States Museum 
  

According to the website of the War Between the States Museum, you can “take a walk into the past and visit and 
experience the many artifacts, pictures and stories of a nation divided”. This museum was founded in September 
1988 by members of the Pee Dee Rifles and Sons of Confederate Veterans who possessed Civil War artifacts that 
they wanted to share with the public. In September 1989, the museum moved to its present location at 107 South 
Guerry Street in Florence. 

Railroad Museum 
  

The Railroad Museum consists of a restored caboose and boxcar filled with railroad memorabilia. This museum is 
located on Railroad Street adjacent to the Florence City-County Complex and is operated by the Florence Museum. 

The Browntown Museum 
  

The Browntown Museum, located on Highway 341 between Lake City and Johnsonville, displays many indications 
of pioneering ingenuity and farm-related industry, including a notable cotton gin with wooden gears, which 
continued operating through the late 19th century. The site also contains a corn crib, smokehouse, outhouse, and 
the Brown-Burrows Home, built about 1845. The origin of Browntown can be traced to two brothers, Robert 
Brown (1784-1866) and William Brown (1775-1850), and their families. Their holdings comprised over 8,000 acres. 
The museum, which was erected by Three Rivers Historical Society in 1982, was added to the National Register of 
Historical Places on June 28, 1982. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Florence Museum of Art, Science, and History 
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Founded in 1924 and incorporated in 1936, The Florence Museum of Art, Science, and History “was established 
to promote the arts and sciences: to collect, to preserve, and to exhibit objects of historic, artistic, and scientific 
interest; as a cultural resource for the Pee Dee area”. In 2008, the Florence County Museum Board was established 
and consists of 13 members that meet quarterly. They were given the mission to build a new museum facility. The 
old museum was located at the Sanborn Chase Home on Spruce St. in Florence but was closed in 2013 to prepare 
for the Museum’s new building location at 111 West Cheves St. in Florence. The facility opened October 11, 2014 
and is almost 30,000 square feet of which approximately 11,000 square feet is exhibit space. The museum was 
funded by the Drs. Bruce and Lee Foundation, the State of South Carolina and Florence County. The Florence 
Museum Board of Trustees consists of 27 members who are appointed by the membership of the Florence 
Museum at their annual meeting. Acquisitions and resource allocations are provided by this Board. 

  

CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS, SPECIAL EVENTS, & 
MARKERS 
  

Florence County serves as a cultural center for the Pee Dee. There are a wide variety of arts organizations and 
cultural offerings, which celebrate our diverse heritage.  Several of these are highlighted below:  

Ronald E. McNair Memorial Park 
  

Born in Lake City on October 21, 1950, Dr. Ronald E. McNair was a mission specialist aboard the ill-fated Challenger 
Space Shuttle in 1986. A graduate of Carver High School in Lake City, he later attended North Carolina A&T State 
University and received a B.S. degree in physics in 1971. He went on to study physics at MIT, where he specialized 
in quantum electronics and laser technology, completing his Ph.D. in 1977. After completing his Ph.D., he began 
working as a physicist in California conducting research on electrooptic laser modulation for satellite-to-satellite 
space communications. This research led McNair into close contact with the space program. When the 
opportunity presented itself, he applied for astronaut training. In January 1978, Dr. McNair was selected by NASA 
to enter the astronaut program. He was one of the first three African Americans selected. McNair became the 
second African American in space in February 1984 by flying on the Challenger Shuttle mission STS-41-B. In 1986, 
he was on his second Shuttle flight on the Challenger. A memorial to Ronald E. McNair can be viewed at 346 South 
Church Street in Lake City. 

Atomic Bomb Crater 
  

On March 11, 1958, an aircraft in route to an overseas base accidentally dropped an unarmed nuclear weapon on 
the property of Walter Gregg in Mars Bluff. While an atomic detonation did not occur with this accidental bomb 
dropping, the bomb’s highly explosive material exploded on impact, harming Mr. Gregg and five members of his 
family, and virtually destroyed his home. The bomb created a crater that was 50 to 70 feet in diameter and 25 to 
30 feet deep. However, the crater can still be seen off of Highway 89 in the northeast part of Florence County, less 
than a mile from Francis Marion University. This site is located on private property. 

 

SC BBQ Trail  
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Florence County and the greater region boast many stops on the SC BBQ Trail.  The map below shows those sites, 
but you can directly search for them on this site: https://destination-bbq.com/sc-bbq-map-locator/ 

 

Stops on the SC BBQ Trail in and around Florence County  

  

12 Florence County Gateway Signs 

 
Florence County added twelve gateway signs into the 
County reading "Welcome to Florence County. Global 
Reach with a Southern Appeal" to welcome visitors to 
the heart of the Pee Dee.   These entrance signs are 
located at various entry points into Florence 
County.   However, Florence County should consider 
more robust gateway signage along major gateways 
such as what is reflected in the 76 Gateway study. 

 

Gateway Signs 
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23 
Historical Markers within the 
Florence County 

Florence County is home to a large collection of South Carolina history, which contributes to its tourism appeal 
and related visitor spending. The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office lists 23 historical markers in 
Florence County. The list includes churches, schools, multiple historic cemeteries, homesites early settlers, and 
civic buildings. The historical markers speak to the long history of the area and its evolution from the Revolutionary 
War to today.  The following links feature each of the sites:   

• W. T. Askins House 

• Blooming Grove 

• Bonnie Shade 

• Browntown 

• Christ Episcopal Church 

• Claussen House 

• Florence Downtown Historic District 

• Florence National Cemetery 

• Florence Public Library 

• Gregg-Wallace Farm Tenant House 

• Hopewell Presbyterian Church and Cemetery 

• Lake City Downtown Historic District 

• Mt. Zion Rosenwald School 

• Poynor Junior High School 

• Rankin-Harwell House 

• Red Doe 

• Roseville Plantation 

• Slave Houses, Gregg Plantation 

• Smith-Cannon House 

• Snow's Island 

• The Stockade 
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• U.S. Post Office 

• Young Farm 

Sample Historical Marker for Red Doe 

 

 

50,000+ 
Average Attendance at Annual 
South Carolina Pecan Festival 
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Visitors come to Florence County for many reasons 
– to explore the natural settings of the rivers and 
parks, to visit and experience small town charm, to 
learn about the history of the area, and to 
experience the community’s cultural 
resources.  The County is home to many festivals 
and events, including the South Carolina Pecan 
Festival, drawing over 50,000 people to enjoy great 
food and entertainment.  The most recent festival 
returned after a pandemic hiatus on November 6, 
2021 with residents and visitors enjoying a return 
to normal at the steps of the Florence County 
Complex building as seen below in the photo 
brochure for the festival.  ArtFields is held in the 
spring with new activities to draw visitors to the southern part of Florence County.   

  

Tourism and Community Events 

Florence County and its communities host several 
major annual festivals, events, and parades, including: 

▪ Pecan Festival 

▪ ArtFields 

▪ SC Tobacco Festival 

▪ The American Heritage Festival 

▪ Johnsonville Heritage Festival 

▪ Pamplico Cypress Festival  

▪ Olanta Gator Fest 
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"Ten years ago, art changed Lake City. In turn, Lake City made its own mark on the art world. ArtFields, simply by 
existing, challenged many notions of how contemporary art has traditionally been displayed and appreciated. 

Through its success, it rewrote the rules by breaking down barriers between the people of a small Southern town 
and artists from the South. Today, many know what we’ve always believed to be true: Art can, and should, be 
experienced by everyone. And Southern art, and Southern artists, are something special." -Artfields Website 
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RESILIENCY 
 

Resiliency refers to the ability of a community to withstand, recover from, and adapt to disruptive events such as 
natural disasters. In 2020, the South Carolina General Assembly passed the Disaster Relief and Resilience Act to 
support disaster recovery efforts and to require local comprehensive plans to include a resilience element. 

This resilience element considers the impacts of flooding, high water, and natural hazards on individuals, 
communities, institutions, business, economic development, public infrastructure and facilities, and public health 
safety and welfare. Also, this element includes an inventory of existing resiliency conditions, promotes resilient 
planning, design, and development, and is coordinated with adjacent and relevant jurisdictions and agencies. 

Hazards Identification and Extent 
  

As shown in Table 1, Florence County was exposed to a variety of natural hazards including tornadoes, hurricanes, 
windstorms, lightning, hail, drought, floods, winter storms, and extreme heat.  Natural hazard events that have 
occurred since the last Comprehensive Plan (2017) are also shown. 
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Table 1. Summary of Historical and Recent Hazard Events, Florence County 

 

Below are some examples of natural hazard events that have occurred since the 2017 Comprehensive Plan was 
adopted. 

• Severe storms, thunderstorms, damaging winds, and tornadoes associated with Hurricane Sally in 2020. 

• Severe storms, thunderstorms, and damaging winds associated with severe weather and tornadoes across 
the southeast US in 2018. 

• Lightning and hail events in 2017. 

A summary of the County’s vulnerability to each hazard and recent loss information is provided in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2. Overall Vulnerability to Hazards and Loss Information 2017-2021 

 

2015 Flood Impacts 
  

Major flooding events occurred in the central portion of South Carolina during 2015. In Florence County, severe 
floods occurred on October 3-4, 2015. While there were no injuries or fatalities reported, the flooding did result 
in approximately $11 million in property damage (Spatial Hazards Events and Losses Database for the US, Arizona 
State University). 
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Social Vulnerability and Community Resilience 
  

Social Vulnerability considers the social, economic, demographic, and housing characteristics of a community that 
influence its ability to prepare for, respond to, cope with, recover from, and adapt to natural hazards. Based on 
the FEMA National Risk Index for measuring social vulnerability, Florence County has a “Relatively Moderate” 
susceptibility to adverse impacts of natural hazards, as illustrated in Figure 1 below.  The index suggests that 
Florence County is somewhat more vulnerable to natural hazard impacts than other counties in South Carolina 
and the nation. 

Figure 1. Social Vulnerability 

 
Source: FEMA National Risk Index 

Community Resilience considers several categories of county-level community disaster resilience: social, 
economic, community capital, institutional, infrastructural, and environmental. Based on the FEMA National Risk 
Index measuring community resilience, Florence County has a “Relatively High” capacity to prepare for, adapt to, 
and recover from natural hazard impacts, as illustrated in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2. Community Resilience 

Source: FEMA National Risk Index 

Hazard Mitigation Actions 
  

Florence County has several measures in place concerning community resilience, including the county Hazard 
Mitigation Plan, Comprehensive Plan, and relevant ordinances and regulations. In general, implementing 
mitigation actions and measures enhances the ability of the community to adapt to hazards, strengthening its 
overall resilience. Table 3 provides further details of the relationship between these measures and community 
resilience. 
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Table 3. Hazard Mitigation and Community Resiliency Measures 

  

Coordination with Relevant Agencies and Jurisdictions 
  

This Resilience Element will be shared with the agencies and jurisdictions listed below. Any comments may be 
submitted to the Florence County Planning Commission or the Florence County Planning Department. 

• Counties: Clarendon, Darlington, Lee, Marion, Sumter, Williamsburg 

• Municipalities: Coward, Florence, Johnsonville, Lake City, Olanta, Pamplico, Quinby, Timmonsville 
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• Utilities: SCE&G, Duke Energy, Pee Dee Electric Cooperative 

• School Districts: Florence 1, 2, 3, 4 

• Transportation Providers: Pee Dee Regional Transportation 

• Public Services: Public Service Commission District 7 

Summary 
  

Overall, Florence County is moderately vulnerable to the range of natural hazards that typically occur in South 
Carolina. In a given year, some natural hazards are highly likely to occur, including flooding, while others are not 
very likely to occur. In the face of these hazards, the County’s capacity to prepare for, adapt to, and recover from 
adverse impacts is relatively high, according to the FEMA National Risk Index. 

The County has a current Hazard Mitigation Plan and Comprehensive Plan, both of which provide general policy 
guidance for natural hazards and community resilience-related issues. County development regulations and 
stormwater and flood management regulations provide more specific requirements to protect public safety and 
prevent property damage. 

The County also has departments with resources and procedures in place to respond to and mitigate natural 
hazard events, including fire, police, and public works. In case of major natural disasters, the County can work 
closely with the City of Florence, the South Carolina Emergency Management Division, the South Carolina Office 
of Resilience, and other agencies for preparedness and mitigation. 

The County should continue to participate in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) as well as in future 
updates of the Pee Dee Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan. 
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LAND USE   
  

The future land use of Florence County is of utmost concern as the growth of the County continues.  Having an 
accurate and prepared guide for this growth will ensure that leaders are making sound decisions and steering 
the community in a positive direction.  As such, there are several critical factors when reviewing land 
use.  Zoning is one important part factor.   

 

17 

Zoning Districts within the 
Florence County, including the 
Unzoned Area 

The County has 16 officially adopted base zoning districts and a large unzoned area to aid in planning for and 
managing growth and development. Of the 16 zoned districts, 9 are primarily commercial or mixed use, while 
7 are primarily residential.  Newly developed areas can either develop in the unzoned areas or within a zoned 
district.  Each district has its own zoning regulations that dictate the types and development intensity of land uses 
that are allowable within the district. In addition to the 16 adopted zoning districts and the unzoned area, Florence 
County has two zoning overlay districts, the Flood Hazard District and the Airport Compatibility District.  These 
zoning overlay districts are designed to supplement the primary underlying zoning district classification for their 
specifically named purposes.   
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Existing Zoning ***SAMPLE*** 

 

Land use in Florence County is as complex as in most southern communities.  It is organic in that it has grown and 
changed over time.  As part of the Existing County phase, the current land use and development pattern in 
Florence County was assessed, focusing especially on the character of the County's built and open space areas as 
elaborated on below.  
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Community Character Framework for 
Land Use Planning 
  

Philosophy on this Approach 

Community character accounts for the physical traits one can see in a neighborhood, on a roadway corridor, or 
along a greenway trail which contribute to its “look and feel” relative to areas with much different character. 
Various land uses, including parks, can occur in a range of settings within a community, from the most rural and 
suburban to the most urban, provided they are designed to match the character of the area. The comprehensive 
planning process will be centered on the concept of “community character” as a way to enhance the approach 
Florence County takes to land use planning, farm land and rural conservation, and open space preservation. A 
character-based approach emphasizes the variation in physical conditions that is experienced along a spectrum 
from natural and rural landscapes at the edges of a community to its most urbanized environments, usually found 
in suburban areas. Looking beyond land use alone, a character focus considers how intensively land is used – or 
used only minimally in the case of some public parks or not at all in preserved natural areas. 

Land use intensity involves three key elements: 

A. The density and layout of residential development; 

B. The scale and form of non-residential development; and, 

C. The amount of building and pavement coverage relative to the extent of open space and natural vegetation or 
landscaping. 

How the automobile is accommodated is a key factor in distinguishing character types including how public streets 
are designed, how parking is provided, and how buildings and paved areas are arranged on sites. Among the four 
major character classes:  

• Variable character areas have wide open spaces and a mixture of commercial and residential uses. This area 
makes up the majority of the undeveloped areas of the county as well as areas that are transitioning into 
more developed areas. Zoning Districts appropriate in the Variable Development District Future Land Use 
Category include B3, B5, B6, R1, R3, R3A, RU-1, RU-1A, RU-2, and PD.  However, to clarify that certain areas 
of the County are prescribed for a more intense land use than others, there are two Variable Development 
Districts, which include:  

o Variable Development District 1:  B3, R1, R3, R3A, PD:  This generally focuses on the first 500 feet from 
urban corridors.  For parcels that are greater than 500 feet deep, the entirety of the parcel could be 
developed in the preferred zoning district if approved by Council when rezoning.  Overall, this area will 
include most areas within ½ mile from Suburban or Urban categories. 

o Variable Development District 2:  B5, B6, RU-1, RU-1A, RU-2, and PD:   This area is specified in Florence 
County as specifically for industrial parks and growth and the majority of the Rural land in Florence 
County. 

• Suburban character areas have noticeably less intensive use of land than Urban areas, with open and green 
spaces balancing – or, in estate sized areas, exceeding – the extent of land covered by structures and paved 
surfaces. Zoning Districts appropriate in the Suburban District Future Land Use Category include R1, R2, R3, 
R3A, B1, and PD. 
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• Urban character areas exhibit the greatest pedestrian orientation, through a more compact scale and 
“architectural enclosure” of streets by buildings situated close to front property lines and sidewalks. Within 
the Urban class, auto urban character areas are a particular planning challenge as they are designed mainly 
to accommodate automobile circulation and parking. This is the main type of Urban development in Florence 
County. The extent of land cover by buildings and paved surfaces is similar to Urban areas, but often without 
a pedestrian orientation as in traditional downtowns. This is especially true where development is spread 
across the landscape more horizontally relative to more compact “development nodes” and “activity 
centers” that enable multi-purpose trips and walking or biking between destinations. Zoning Districts within 
Florence County appropriate in the Urban District Future Land Use Category include B1, B2, B3, R3A, R4, R5, 
and PD.  

• Much like Urban character areas, Downtown character areas are categorized by development very close to 
or within the proximity of a municipal downtown. As Florence County does Land Use planning for several 
municipalities therein, including the Downtown Development District Future Land Use Category is necessary 
with the allowed zonings of B4 and PD.   

Purpose of Character Planning 
  

It is this combination of land use and the characteristics and context of the use that determines the real 
compatibility and quality of development, as well as the ongoing integrity of open space areas intended for 
minimal or no development. Aesthetic enhancements such as architectural design, landscaping and screening, 
signage standards, and site amenities also contribute to development appearance, but these factors can and 
should vary with the area character (e.g., landscaping shifting more to the public realm versus on private sites in 
a downtown area given minimal building setbacks and yard areas). 

The community character approach can be applied to the typical series of land use types, and regardless of 
whether a site is in private ownership or owned and developed by a government agency for public purposes. 
Examples include: 

• A single-family home situated on a relatively large lot, with many mature trees and substantial separation 
from neighboring homes (Variable character) versus a single-family bungalow on a small, narrow lot with 
rear‑alley access and much less yard space (Suburban character). 

• Storefront shops and small cafes in a walkable, neighborhood commercial setting (Downtown character) 
versus “big box” stores and associated pad-site restaurants and retailers in a large-scale shopping center 
with extensive surface parking and minimal landscaping (Urban character). 

• A master-planned business park in a campus-like setting (Variable character) versus an office building on a 
site dominated by surface parking (Urban character) or a more vertical building in a downtown setting with 
ground-level retail uses (Downtown character). 

• A public library, community center or neighborhood park that is designed to be compatible with the 
surrounding residential area (whether Suburban or Variable in character) versus a public works maintenance 
and storage site or a wastewater treatment plant that can be as impactful on nearby properties as a private 
industrial use. 

Maintaining and enhancing desired character is a central aim – and challenge – of implementing community plans 
amid constant change. A character approach allows the formulation of standards within the County's 
development regulations to: 

• Achieve the desired character in newly developing areas; 
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• Protect and enhance it in redevelopment and infill areas; and 

• Ensure a rural or large-lot residential atmosphere is maintained in areas where these character types are 
deemed most appropriate for the long term. 

Character-focused categories on the County's future land use map, together with the districts on a subsequent 
zoning map, better portray the intended outcomes of land use and development. This offers assurance to 
neighboring property owners, a smoother path to approvals for development applicants, and more beneficial 
outcomes for the entire community. 

Variable Character 
  

Variable character is seen in many areas within Florence County.  With two Variable Development Districts as seen 
on the Future Land Use Map, this plan captures the rural parts of Florence County as well as smaller developments 
in emerging areas.  Traveling to the South, there are farms and estates with homes and vacant property that 
captures the rich agricultural heritage of the County. This character is visible in many areas, which involves 
individual homes and farms scattered along and fronting on  two-lane roads that are otherwise framed by 
vegetation and open space (versus any clusters of residential lots arranged within subdivisions). 

As the County grows and even if there a leapfrog, scattered development pattern in many areas, we must protect 
open spaces and keep this character intact as a plan goal or policy objective. 

 

Sample of Variable Development along Friendfield Road 
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This designation consists of lands that are often sparsely developed, with many agricultural activity and/or very 
low-density residential as the primary uses along with more natural areas. Variable character areas have: 

• Wide open landscapes, with minimal sense of enclosure and views to the horizon unbroken by buildings in 
most places. 

• Scattered residential development on relatively large acreages, resulting in very high open space ratios and 
very low site coverage. 

• Typically no centralized water or sanitary sewer service available. Also much greater reliance on natural 
drainage systems, except where altered significantly by agricultural operations or regional storm water 
management projects and/or infrastructure. 

• The opportunity for appropriately scaled development that fits within the framework of surrounding zoning 
and land use in Florence County.  

This category provides its residents with choices away from a more developed setting. Some of the County's 
jurisdictions have limited rural character areas within their city limits, except in areas that have been annexed for 
eventual development or that are not suitable for future development. Other municipalities within the County 
may choose to intentionally preserve rural character through the protections afforded by agricultural 
zoning.  However the vast majority of agricultural and rural property lies within the County.  Floodplain areas may 
also retain their rural character over the long term given their unsuitability for any intensive land development. 

This designation is also for areas that have limited development activity other than large-lot residential. Such areas 
provide a transition between the County's rural areas and more urbanized in-town development patterns and 
intensities.   

Variable character is, again, very prevalent in Florence County, with the one example being an area of homes off 
N. Ebenezer Road (see below). The extent of separation and vegetation between many of these dwellings is a 
hallmark of Estate character. Pockets of Variable character are also seen throughout southern Florence County, 
where housing densities are lower in general. 
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Sample of Variable Character along N. Ebenezer Road 
  

In these areas, most of the land surface is still in unbuilt open space, putting it closer to the rural range of the 
character spectrum, but with more land now occupied by buildings and paved surfaces. 

Properties are typically one acre or larger, especially where required by public health regulations to allow for both 
individual water wells and on-site septic systems on properties where centralized water and/or wastewater 
service may not be available or feasible. 

Business Parks and Industrial Development 

This designation is often a subset of a variety of land uses in communities that aim to promote high-quality office 
and/or light industrial development as an economic development magnet or as part of overall efforts to create a 
highly attractive business investment environment. Depending on the area’s economic base, this may include a 
campus setting for research and technology businesses. The area may also include limited retail and service uses 
to serve local workers and visitors. 

▪ Variable character results from reduced site coverage and increased open space. 
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▪ Development outcomes are often controlled by private covenants and restrictions that exceed County 
ordinances and development standards. Whether public or private, such standards may include enhanced 
architectural design of buildings, extensive landscaping of the business park perimeter, and special 
streetscaping and design treatments at entries, key intersections and other internal focal points. 

 

Sample of Variable Character Business Park off I-95 and 327 
  

Suburban Character 
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This designation is for areas where Suburban 
character is established and preserved by achieving 
a balance between buildings and other site 
improvements relative to the degree of open space 
maintained within the neighborhood and amongst 
commercial development. The openness may be 
found in relatively large yard areas on individual lots 
and between homes and/or in common green 
spaces or water features, including on multi-family 
residential sites. This distinguishes Suburban 
character areas from more urban areas where site 
coverage in the form of dwellings, driveways and other paved surfaces predominates relative to undeveloped 
space. Therefore, Suburban character can apply to varied dwelling types, from single-family detached homes to 
the entire range of attached forms (duplexes, multiplexes, townhomes, attached patio homes, rental apartments 
and ownership condos, etc.). Some such developments may strive for this character outcome by design or due to 
the terrain and pre-existing vegetation on-site and in the area. 

▪ In Suburban areas accommodation of the automobile is less noticeable compared to more intensive 
auto‑oriented areas, especially where residential driveways are on the side of homes rather than occupying 
a portion of the front yard space and where garages are situated to the side or rear of the dwelling. 

▪ More opportunity for natural and/or swale drainage (and storm water retention/absorption) relative to 
concentrated storm water conveyance in Auto Urban character areas. 

Suburban Character 

Suburban character is seen in various residential areas 
across the County. But true Suburban Commercial 
character is difficult to find as in most communities 
that developed during a largely auto-oriented era in 
U.S. history.  Florence County also has several 
examples of multi-family residential designed with a 
more Suburban character orientation. 
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Sample of Suburban Residential along Third Loop Road 
  

This Suburban designation involves commercial developments, whether at a neighborhood-focused or larger 
scale, that stand apart from most auto-oriented contemporary development. The Suburban character is achieved 
through lesser coverage of the site with buildings and especially paved areas. Preservation of trees or other natural 
site features, along with generous landscaping, can also move a site into the Suburban range of the community 
character spectrum relative to sites where “gray” spaces predominate over “green” and open spaces. 
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Sample of Suburban Commercial along Pamplico Highway 
  

Urban Character 
  

Urban character is prevalent in many commercial areas of Florence County no different from most similar U.S. 
communities.  This designation covers residential areas where accommodation of the automobile is more visually 
dominant relative to more prominent green space in Suburban character areas. This is typically due to relatively 
smaller and narrower lots, and often with limited open space set-asides or amenities for residents. Auto-oriented 
character on multi-family residential sites is usually due to the extent of off-street parking needed (or required) 
to accommodate the density of units.  Most of the Auto Urban Residential Character development in Florence 
County has been annexed into the City of Florence.   

▪ Auto Urban residential neighborhoods have less openness and separation between dwellings compared to 
Suburban Residential areas.  

▪ Auto Urban character is unavoidable where driveways and front-loading garages dominate the front yards 
and front facades of homes.  
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Auto Urban Residential located off Alligator Road (City of Florence)  
  

Auto Urban Commercial 

This designation is for properties in commercial retail, office and service uses, primarily along portions of major 
roadway corridors within the community for high visibility and accessibility, but also in other locations to 
accommodate smaller-scale and neighborhood-focused businesses.  A large portion of the Auto Urban 
Commercial areas in Florence County are also located within the City of Florence.  

▪ Auto Urban commercial areas have significant portions of development sites devoted to vehicular access 
drives, circulation routes, surface parking, and loading/delivery areas, making pavement the most prominent 
visual feature. 

▪ Buildings are typically set back toward the rear of sites to accommodate expansive parking areas in front, 
closest to passing traffic, resulting in less emphasis on architectural design in many cases.  

▪ Development in such areas aims to maximize signage (number, size) to capitalize on site visibility to passing 
traffic.  

▪ Such sites are often not conducive for access or on-site circulation by pedestrians or cyclists.  

▪ All of these characteristics are often captured by the term “strip development” along major roadways. Such 
development can include a range of uses on high-profile “pad” sites along the roadway frontage. Also 
common are “big box” stores, other chain retail and franchise restaurants, and automobile services (e.g., 
gas stations, service/repair, car washes, etc.). 
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Additionally, light and heavy industrial land uses in many communities often exhibit an Auto Urban character, 
unless subject to more strict development standards in higher-profile locations, or where located within a higher-
quality Suburban Business Park setting as described above. 

 

Sample of Auto Urban Commercial along US 52 and I-95 
  

  

Urban Character 
  

Urban Residential 
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Urban residential character prevails in municipalities within Florence County where lots with relatively shallow 
front yards bring single-family detached homes, plus other housing types (e.g., townhomes, apartments, live/work 
units, etc.), closer to the street. This is especially evident where no front driveways or garages are visible due to 
property access from rear alleys, which often occurs where lots are relatively narrow as well. These factors also 
allow an Urban Neighborhood still to have some amount of front yard trees and greenery. A grid street pattern  
and proximity to a core downtown area and other walkable destinations can also reinforce the overall 
neighborhood character relative to residential living in auto-oriented and Suburban character environments. 
However, a transition toward Auto Urban character can occur on blocks where front driveways are introduced 
over time, especially on lots where new homes are built after removal of older dwellings.  

 

Sample of Urban Residential in downtown Lake City 
  

  

Urban Mixed Use 

Urban character is evident in downtown areas of the municipalities within Florence County. However, none of the 
cities in Florence County are ringed by classic Urban neighborhoods as in some larger areas, in the strictest sense 
of the character descriptions. Small areas in the City of Florence, Lake City, and Johnsonville come closest. Lake 
City Park provides an exemplary gathering space between downtown and the residential parts of the community. 
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▪ Public plazas and pocket parks help to provide green space amid the Urban environment and a place to 
gather and host community events, along with periodic street closures in some cases. 

▪ A walkable street scene may be “activated” by varied retail storefronts, restaurants and pubs (especially 
with open-air sidewalk seating areas), cultural and entertainment venues, civic uses, historic architecture 
and properties, and streetscape and design treatments in the public realm. 

▪ Mostly on-street parking and minimal off-street surface parking, until transition areas around the downtown 
core give way to auto-oriented site design. 

▪ Often the only place in a smaller city where multi-level parking structures may make sense and be financially 
viable at some point. 

▪ Often a focus area for infill and redevelopment activity within the community, along with nearby 
neighborhoods and historic districts. 

 

Lake City Park 
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The Urban Mixed Use designation often involves the most intensively developed area of a community in terms of 
the greatest coverage of sites with building footprints and the least amount of private development area devoted 
to off-street surface parking and landscaped open space. Instead, most parking is accommodated on-street and/or 
within public parking areas or structures. This enables most streets and other public spaces to be framed by one- 
or multi-story buildings with zero or minimal front setbacks along public sidewalks, creating “architectural 
enclosure” versus the progressively more open feel in other character areas (Auto Urban, Suburban, etc.). These 
elements, along with a predominance of mixed uses (some on upper floors above street-level uses), makes the 
Urban character area the most conducive for pedestrian activity and interaction. Aside from master-planned 
“lifestyle centers” designed in this manner, Urban character is typically found only in a traditional 
downtown.  Florence County has an opportunity, if desired, to make these types of communities if infrastructure 
needs can be met.  

Downtown Character 
  

Much like the Urban Character areas, the Downtown Character Area is captured in the municipalities within 
Florence County.   While several of the municipalities within Florence County, including the City of Florence, the 
City of Lake City, and the Town of Coward are not subject to land use restrictions governed by Florence County as 
they have their own land use and zoning departments, several Downtown Character areas exist within other 
municipalities, including within the City of Johnsonville and the Town of Pamplico.  The Downtown Development 
District is featured currently in those locations on the Future Land Use Map. 
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PRIORITY INVESTMENT 
  

As an update to the South Carolina Planning Enabling Act, the 2007 South Carolina Priority Investment 
Act specifically set priorities for housing, transportation, capital improvement planning, intergovernmental 
coordination, and encouragement towards traditional neighborhood design.  These themes are referenced 
throughout other elements of this plan and fully accomplished within the Land Use and Growth section of the 
Future County Report.  It encourages local governments to reevaluate comprehensive plans to limit the growth of 
sprawl and prioritize projects and funding while creating new opportunities for affordable housing. The 
combination of these uses and study of their potential location constitute land use and transportation planning 
policy. Land use planning is an important component to achieve the ideal economic, social, environmental, and 
public health outcomes for a community. Effective future land development can occur in a productive, efficient, 
and sustainable manner with proper land use planning. Assessing the pros and cons about future decisions made 
in regards to land use is imperative. The Priority Investment Act recommends that the local jurisdictions focus on 
the impact of regional land use patterns, for example, the regional transportation system should be able to meet 
future demands of the future land use. The Act supports incorporating scenario planning in the regional travel 
demand model to measure the impact of land use decisions on the transportation system.   

In July 2022, FLATS (Florence County Transportation Study) adopted a new 2045 Long Range Transportation 
Plan.  This plan accomplishes many goals of the Priority Investment Act.  New priorities were studied and goals set 
for the future development of Florence County.   
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The Future Land Use Map contained within this Plan also accomplishes many of the goals within the Act.  However, 
also important to discuss are the following components:  

Funding 
  
Bonding Capacity and Local Option Sales Tax 
  

Bonds, grants and donations make up the majority of capital projects funding.  Florence County has consistently 
utilized general obligation bonds (GOBs) for large projects.  The County has the capability to utilize its full bonding 
potential and insure bonds only when needed for long term investment and capital improvement projects. 
Additionally, the County works with other entities that share its public protection mission for them to issue tax 
exempt bonds.     

The County has also approved a One-Cent Capital Project Sales Tax three times in the past to facilitate 
improvements in Florence County.  The County maintains a Penny Tour website contained within with Florence 
County pages to see the improvements made across the County.  This public funding choices made within the 
One-Cent Capital program allows Florence County to collaborate with other governmental entities including 
utilities, other counties, municipalities, public service districts, school districts, public and private utilities, 
transportation agencies, and other public entities to create a plan for growth and continued improvement of the 
Pee Dee.  While the most recent Capital Sales tax was approved by County Council on March 18, 2021, a list of all 
improvements throughout the programs history as well as links to current projects can be found 
here:  http://florenceco.org/road-projects 

Transportation Funding 
  

For all transportation funding information and priorities, please refer to the FLATS website on the Florence County 
Planning page.  The details within that plan are intricate and too numerous to be contained within this plan.   

Pee Dee Council of Governments 
  

Similar to FLATS, the Pee Dee Council of Governments (PDCOG) receives Guideshare funds from the federal 
transportation authorization, through SCDOT; but, its funds are directed to rural areas outside of the FLATS. The 
annual Guideshare covers roadway improvements in Chesterfield, Darlington, Dillon, Florence, Marion and 
Marlboro counties. Like the FLATS, the PDCOG prioritizes roadway improvements through a fiscally constrained 
long range transportation plan (LRTP). 

South Carolina Opportunity Zones 
  

Opportunity Zones are a new community development program established by Congress as a part of the Tax Cuts 
and Jobs Act of 2017.  They are designed to encourage long-term private investments in low-income communities. 
This program provides a federal tax incentive for taxpayers who reinvest unrealized capital gains into "Opportunity 
Funds," which are specialized vehicles dedicated to investing in low-income areas called "Opportunity 
Zones."  There are four in Florence County:  
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The first is in the City of Florence.  This opportunity zone corresponds with Census Tract 45041000700.  The 
second is near Timmonsville (Census Tract 45041002500).  The remaining two are in the southern portion of 
Florence County near Scranton and Lake City.  They are adjacent to one another (Census 
Tracts 45041002201 and 45041002000).  Investing in these areas provides preferential tax treatment.  To date, 
there is only one project being developed in an opportunity zone in Florence County and it is the Republic 124 
Project in the City of Florence.  

Other Priority Investment Areas 
  

As identified in the Economic Development Element, Florence County has invested heavily in shovel ready 
industrial sites across the area.  These sites and future goals in the economic development arena are discussed in 
the Future County Report.   
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DRAFT FUTURE COUNTY REPORT 
  

INTRODUCTION 
  

The Florence County Future County Plan is part of the Comprehensive Plan and is intended to guide future 
development, redevelopment, and community enhancement efforts over the next 10 years. It serves as a 
framework for thoughtful community discussion on the real and perceived challenges currently facing Florence 
County and its partner municipalities, and the opportunities that will shape its future. Through long-range 
planning efforts, County leaders can accommodate its projected growth and revitalization in a manner that 
preserves its history, culture, and overall quality of life for current and future residents. 

Process 
  

This effort stems from a thorough planning process. The plan’s findings and recommendations focus on the 
physical and economic aspects of the County's projected growth and development in the coming years. It provides 
guiding principles, goals, policies and action priorities that will help Florence County officials, appointees, and Staff 
in determining the location, financing, and sequencing of public improvements; administering development 
regulations; and guiding reinvestment efforts. The Plan also provides a basis for coordinating the actions of many 
different functions and interests within and outside of County government. Growth depends on many people to 
make these goals a reality. The County cannot do it alone. The private sector also plays an integral role in the 
future of Florence County. 

Purpose 
  

A comprehensive plan is one of the most important policy documents a County government prepares and 
maintains. This is because the plan: 

• Lays out a long-range vision regarding the future growth and enhancement of the community. 

• Considers at once the entire geographic area of the County, including areas where new development and 
redevelopment may occur, along with its regional context. 

• Assesses near- and longer-term needs and desires across a variety of inter-related topics that represent the 
key “building blocks” of the County (e.g., land use, transportation, urban design, economic development, 
redevelopment, housing, neighborhoods, parks and recreation, utility infrastructure, public facilities and 
services, cultural facilities, etc.). 

• Serves as a guideline for measuring success, and is amended from time to time to remain a “living document” 
that is able to address changing circumstances. 

Through a comprehensive plan, a County can determine how best to accommodate and manage its projected 
growth, and the revitalization of older neighborhoods and commercial and industrial areas. Connecting Our Past, 
Defining Our Future is not just a title. It is a mission statement. It means this effort is attempting to ensure that 
ongoing development and redevelopment will proceed in an orderly, well-planned manner so that public facilities 
and services can keep pace, and so that residents’ quality of life will be enhanced.  
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Significantly, by clarifying and stating the County's intentions regarding zoning, physical development, and 
infrastructure investment, the plan also creates a greater level of predictability for residents, land owners, 
developers, potential investors, and partner agencies and organizations.   

Tuning In: Creating Focus Areas from State Mandates 

State mandated elements were described in detail in the Existing County phase of the plan to provide direction when 
setting program and funding priorities to enhance the quality of life in Florence County.  

In order to fine tune recommendations and goals that have echoes from many required elements, the Future County 
portion of the plan will cover them in four unique ways. Each of these topics below incorporates aspects of the others to 
form a cohesive way to think about the future. The future will be discussed in areas where a direct impact can be made on 
other areas.  

These include:  

1. Land Use and Growth 

2. Economic Development 

3. Housing 

4. Amenities and the Next Big Thing  

These have been formulated from the plan focus areas discovered early on in the process:  
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Why Plan? 
  

Local planning allows Florence County to better control its future rather than simply react to change. Planning 
enables the County to manage future growth and development actively as opposed to reacting to development 
and redevelopment on a case-by-case basis without adequate and necessary consideration of community-wide 
issues. The process for developing the plan involved leadership discussions about Florence County's priorities and 
its capability to provide the necessary public services and facilities to support these priorities. This led to pivotal 
discussions about what is “best” for the community and how everything from taxes to quality of life will be 
affected. 

Long-range comprehensive planning provides an opportunity for the County elected and appointed officials to 
step back from pressing, day-to-day issues and clarify their ideas on the kind of place they are trying to create and 
maintain. Through the plan development process, they can look broadly at programs for neighborhoods, housing, 
economic development, and provision of public infrastructure and facilities and how these efforts may relate to 
one another. The plan ultimately represents a “big picture” of the community and its near-term and longer-range 
future. Bottom line, the essential reasons for long-range planning include to: 

• Provide a balance of land uses and services throughout the County to meet the needs and desires of the 
population. 

• Ensure adequate public facilities to meet the demands of future development and redevelopment. 

• Achieve and maintain a development pattern that reflects the values of the community, and which ensures 
a balanced tax base between residential and non-residential development. 

• Ensure the long-term protection and enhancement of the perception and image of the community. 

• Involve local citizens in the decision-making process, provide a transparent planning process, and reach 
consensus on the future vision for Florence County. 

Use of this Plan and Important 
Considerations 
  

A comprehensive plan, if embraced by leadership and residents, has the potential to take a community to a whole 
new level in terms of livability and tangible accomplishments. 

The plan is ultimately a guidance document for County officials and staff, who must make decisions on a daily 
basis that will determine the future direction, financial health, and “look and feel” of the community. These 
decisions are carried out through the following considerations: 

• In accordance with South Carolina State Law, Zoning and Subdivision regulations must be made in 
accordance with  the comprehensive plan.  They must be made with a view to promoting the purposes set 
forth throughout this plan. 
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• Land use changes, including amendments to this plan's Future Land Use Map or to the Zoning Map, are 
nuanced and must consider many factors when making decisions.  There are numerous factors to consider 
before making a change, especially to zoning, including:  

o Compliance with the Future Land Use Map 

o Changes that have occurred over time in the immediate and surrounding area 

o Benefit to all areas of the community where the rezoning is occurring 

o Public infrastructure implications and requirements, including transportation and utilities  

o Educational impacts to local schools 

o Impact on natural resources 

o Ability for the community to absorb the impacts of the project without a major impact to the quality of 
life the current residents and businesses enjoy and expect 

• A strong understanding that although a request is made, many factors go into the decision to approve or 
deny other than the requestors plea and desire to change.  

• Targeted programs and expenditures prioritized through the County's annual budget process, including 
routine but essential functions such as code compliance.  For example, will the rezoning or change impact 
the ability for current department operations to continue successfully. 

• Major public improvements and land acquisitions financed through the County's budgeting efforts. 

• New and amended County ordinances and regulations closely linked to this plan's objectives that may be 
taking place concurrently. 

• Departmental work plans and resources in key areas. 

• Support for ongoing planning and studies that will further clarify needs, costs, benefits and strategies. 

• Pursuit of external grant funding to supplement local budgets and/or expedite certain projects. 

• Initiatives pursued in conjunction with other public and private partners to leverage resources and achieve 
successes neither could accomplish on their own. 

Despite these many avenues for action, the plan should not be considered a “cure all” for every tough problem 
that Florence County may face. This plan focuses primarily on the responsibilities of County government in the 
physical planning arena, where Counties normally have a more direct and extensive role than in other areas that 
residents value, such as education and social services. Of necessity, comprehensive plans, as vision and policy 
documents, also must remain relatively general. 

The resulting plan may not touch on every challenge before the County, but it is meant to set a tone and motivate 
concerted efforts to move the community forward in coming years. 
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Our Future County 
  

While the Existing County Report provides background and insights about Florence County as it is today in ten 
elements as required by State Law, this Future County portion of plan focuses on Florence County as it intends to 
be in the years ahead. These aspirations are presented in topic areas that are central to physical growth and 
development. Through the process of preparing this plan, the set of five overarching guiding principles below was 
developed. A guiding principle expresses a basic value or operating policy that will apply regardless of the course 
of action ultimately chosen. 
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Guiding Principles 

1. Florence County will emphasize QUALITY, ensuring growth is managed in a way that adds value to the County, 
while also strengthening existing residential development and commercial/industrial businesses. 

2. Florence County will be ADAPTABLE, focusing on developing and sustaining a diverse economy that attracts 
and retains individuals and families to put down roots in the community, while providing a robust range of 
housing to accommodate people in all stages of life. 

3. Florence County will be AUTHENTIC, continuing to focus on those elements that differentiate it such as its 
natural assets including rivers and parks, and its friendly and welcoming nature as a benefit for both current 
and future residents to enjoy. 

4. Florence County will be ACTIVE, enabling healthy living through offering quality and safe County parks and 
recreational opportunities, by prioritizing the ability to walk and bicycle safely, and by committing to maintain 
high levels of public safety services. 

5. Florence County will be COLLABORATIVE, pursuing and maintaining partnerships in all arenas, including 
housing, transportation, infrastructure, economic development, emergency response, and arts and culture. 
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LAND USE AND GROWTH 
  

Introduction 
  

The purpose of studying Land Use is to guide policy to enable Florence County to plan effectively for future 
development and redevelopment.  However, another important goal is to protect and preserve uses that are 
necessary for the vitality of the community.  Sound land use planning is essential to ensure that the County is 
prepared to serve anticipated public infrastructure and service needs, and also to create and maintain a desired 
community character. 

Land use considerations are an integrated thread throughout all portions of the comprehensive plan. For instance, 
the transportation network provides access to land, which, along with real estate market factors, influences the 
type and intensity of development that may occur. The capacity and condition of public utilities can dictate the 
location, amount and timing of development, as can economic development efforts by the County and other 
partners. Similarly, proximity to parks and public facilities promotes public health and safety and affects the 
development potential of an area. Development character and site design shape community aesthetics and the 
perceptions held by area residents, tourists and those considering investment in Florence County.   
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Goals for the Future 
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Key Planning Issues and Considerations 
  

Throughout this process, a wheel of priorities was identified based on input from County Council, the Planning 
Commission, key community stakeholders, the results of public engagement activities, County staff, and the 
consultant team.  These include: 

A. Economic Diversification 

B. Fiscal and Physical Resilience 

C. High Service Expectations 

D. Excellent and Expanded Amenities 

E. Affordable and Diverse Housing 

F. The Next Big Thing for Florence County   

Several of these are land use specific and are discussed below.   

Framework for Action 
  

The Framework for Action involves tangible steps that will, in the long run, lead to achievement of the goals in 
this Land Use and Development section in line with the plan's Guiding Principles.  Those Principles, which are 
located in the Introduction of the Future County section, include growing with quality, being adaptable, being 
authentic, creating active living, and being collaborative across all services.     

Goals for Land Use and Development 
  
A. A land use allocation and pattern that advances Florence County's objectives of achieving greater housing 

variety, supporting its economic development and tax base needs, and creating a complete community with 
convenient resident access to schools, recreation, shopping, and services.  This will capture an increased 
amount of growth from surrounding counties and the entire Pee Dee Region.   

B. Consistent character of land use within areas intended for particular character types shown on the Future Land 
Use Map. 

C. Ongoing and effective collaboration between land use and other planning sectors to ensure a well-connected, 
thriving County.  

Policies for Land Use and Development 
  

In making decisions that involve public resource allocation, regulatory matters, and physical improvements, 
among others, Florence County will: 

A. Appreciate residents’ desire to maintain Florence County's identity and character as the region continues to 
grow.  The region is growing at a rapid pace and many neighboring communities may have experiences to 
share. 

B. Accommodate a range of character settings within its planning area to address preferences, from large-
lot living to denser and walkable mixed-use living environments.  There are many choices of zoning districts 
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within each Future Land Use category that give decision makers the ability to make nuanced decisions for each 
and every property within Florence County.  

C. Continue to support a character based approach to zoning. 

D. Promote land use outcomes that further community objectives. 

E. Ensure development design respects the area’s environmental assets and resource base, including rivers and 
streams. 

F. Manage land use patterns near Florence County's parks, trails, and open spaces to: protect their ecological 
functions; prevent physical and other impactful encroachments; maintain public access; and preserve their 
overall quality and value – especially where public green spaces contribute to County character and enhance 
commercial settings. 

G. Plan for destination development in the vicinity of the County's partner municipalities as well as near the 
growing commercial corridors in Florence County that build toward a cohesive business economy over time 
rather than a fragmented pattern of stand-alone developments. 

Along with the broader-brush statements of policy above, the specific policies below are intended as a supplement 
to the Future Land Use map, which provides only a visual depiction of desired land use patterns and sound 
development practices. County officials and staff should use these statements as a guide and reference, 
particularly when making decisions regarding proposed development activity and/or changes in zoning 
classifications.  Details about land use decision making were also previously stated in the Introduction of this 
Future County Report.  

General 
  

G1:  Land uses should not detract from the enjoyment or value of neighboring properties. 

G2: Potential negative land use effects (noise, odor, dust, excessive light, traffic, etc.) should be considered in 
development review/approval and mitigated. 

G3: Adequate transportation access and circulation should be provided for uses that generate large numbers of 
trips. Pedestrian and bicycle access should be addressed where appropriate. 

G4: Well-planned mixed-use projects are encouraged where compatible with nearby development. 

G5: Floodplain areas should not be encroached upon by development unless there is compliance with stringent 
floodplain management practices. These areas should be used for parks, recreation or related purposes, or for 
agricultural uses. 

G6: Environmentally sensitive areas should be protected, including wildlife habitat areas. 

G7: Community attractions that draw many external visitors should be in locations with good regional 
transportation access and visibility. 

Residential 
  

R1: Residential areas should not be located next to heavy industrial areas. 

R2: Residential and commercial areas may be adjacent if separated by a buffer in alignment with Zoning. 

R3: Schools, parks, and community facilities should be located close to or within residential neighborhoods. 
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R4: New residential developments should include adequate area for parks and recreation facilities, schools and 
places of worship. 

Commercial 
  

C1: Neighborhood retail and service uses should be located at intersections of thoroughfares or collector streets 
or at the edge of logical neighborhood areas unless appropriately placed within a planned development. 

C2: Retail development should be clustered throughout the community and convenient to residential areas. 

C3: Buffers should separate retail and office uses from residential areas. 

C4: Office and professional uses should be compatible with nearby residential areas and other uses through 
appropriate building height limitations and adequate buffering and landscaping. 

C5: Low-intensity office and professional uses should provide a transition between more intense uses and 
residential areas. 

Heavy Commercial 
  

H1: Commercial uses with more intensive operational or traffic characteristics should be located away from most 
residential areas. 

H2: Heavy commercial development should be concentrated in nodes at intersections and along major 
thoroughfares that are designed and constructed to accommodate higher traffic volumes. 

H3: Buffers should separate heavy commercial uses from any adjacent residential areas, especially where the 
commercial use involves visible display or outdoor storage of merchandise or materials. 

Industrial 
  

I1: Heavy industrial development should not be directly adjacent to residential areas without ample 
consideration.  

I2: Industrial uses should be located in dedicated industrial development areas as mapped. 

I3: Industrial development should be separated from other uses by buffers. 

I4: Industrial development should have good access to thoroughfares and interstates where possible. 

I5: Industrial development involving trucking operations should have good access to truck routes, designated 
hazardous material routes, and railroads as applicable. 

Parks and Open Space 
  

P1: Parks should be evenly distributed throughout the County and include larger community parks and smaller 
neighborhood parks. 

P2: Pedestrian connections should be provided between parks, schools, residential areas and employment 
centers. 

P3: Parks are a desirable use for floodplain areas. 
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P4: Parks and open space should be used to buffer incompatible land uses. 

P5: Natural features should be used as buffers or preserved open space between or around developed areas. 

Future Land Use Categories  
  

Shown on the Future Land Use and Character map is the general pattern of uses anticipated and/or desired in the 
years ahead, and the character contexts in which uses occur. The map, along with the text descriptions in this 
section, indicate the use that is expected to predominate in areas where land is currently undeveloped or, in 
previously developed areas, based on what is already on the ground and will likely remain or possibly evolve. Such 
transitions in use can occur through redevelopment of previously built sites, “infill” construction on a vacant parcel 
amid existing built sites, or repurposing of an existing structure for another use without significant site changes. 
Along with the predominant use types, other complementary uses will also remain or may emerge in particular 
areas of the community (e.g., small-scale, neighborhood-oriented retail and service uses within or near the edges 
of largely residential areas). Certain uses can be located amid other predominant use types, such as public facilities 
and places of worship within predominantly residential areas. Mixing uses on sites is common in downtowns (e.g., 
upper floor office or residential above ground-floor retail) and may occur elsewhere in a community as the market 
accommodates and zoning allows. Some uses are highly market-driven, with their timing and particular location 
dictated by the extent and pace of other types of development. This includes the typical pattern of retail uses 
locating near new residential “rooftops” and often at key roadway intersections. The location and extent of 
various forms of residential development can also be difficult to predict amid broader housing market cycles and 
regional needs, combined with developer areas of expertise and interest in bringing single-family or multi-family 
products to market.  
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Map Categories 
  

The Future Land Use and Character map shows 
areas within Florence County designated 
in categories that address both use and character: 

Variable Development District 1 

Variable Development District 2 

Suburban 

Urban 

Downtown 

The following descriptions indicate the anticipated 
principal zones in each category, plus the intended 
character of the areas in which the land uses occur, 
abut or mix. Public and institutional uses, including 
public parks, commonly occur in all of these areas 
and should match the character.  These match the 

Zoning Districts in the Zoning Ordinance.    

Future Land Use Map  
  

The Future Land Use Map is a graphical representation of the policies and goals in this plan.  These designations 
and their placement is very specifically designed to promote the ideals of character found in each district.   

What is Character?  

Character is the feeling an area has that comes from 
aesthetic enhancements such as architectural design, 
landscaping and screening, signage standards, and site 
amenities.  These all contribute to development 
appearance.  However, many of these factors can and 
should vary with the area character, which as defined 
here involves the interplay between buildings, paved 
surfaces and unbuilt areas. For example, in a 
downtown core like Johnsonville's relative to 
suburban areas, landscaping shifts more to the public 
realm given minimal building setbacks and yard 
areas.   
Character based land use planning provides flexibility 
and helps to achieve the policies and objectives in this 
document.  
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Florence County Future Land Use Map 

 

Maps by Area:  
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North Florence 
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W. Palmetto Street 
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Pamplico Highway 

  

 
Lake City 
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Johnsonville 
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Olanta 

  

 
Pamplico 
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Scranton 
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Timmonsville 

• Variable character areas have wide open spaces and a mixture of commercial and residential uses. This area 
makes up the majority of the undeveloped areas of the county as well as areas that are transitioning into 
more developed areas. Zoning Districts appropriate in the Variable Development District Future Land Use 
Category include B3, B5, B6, R1, R3, R3A, RU-1, RU-1A, RU-2, and PD.  However, to clarify that certain areas 
of the County are prescribed for a more intense land use than others, there are two Variable Development 
Districts, which include:  

o Variable Development District 1:  B3, R1, R3, R3A, PD:  This generally focuses on the first 500 feet from 
urban corridors.  For parcels that are greater than 500 feet deep, the entirety of the parcel could be 
developed in the preferred zoning district if approved by Council when rezoning.  Overall, this area will 
include most areas within ½ mile from Suburban or Urban categories. 

o Variable Development District 2:  B5, B6, RU-1, RU-1A , RU-2, and PD:   This area is specified in Florence 
County as specifically for industrial parks and growth and the majority of the Rural land in Florence 
County. 

• Suburban character areas have noticeably less intensive use of land than Urban areas, with open and green 
spaces balancing – or, in estate sized areas, exceeding – the extent of land covered by structures and paved 
surfaces. Zoning Districts appropriate in the Suburban District Future Land Use Category include R1, R2, R3, 
R3A, B1, and PD. 
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• Urban character areas exhibit the greatest pedestrian orientation, through a more compact scale and 
“architectural enclosure” of streets by buildings situated close to front property lines and sidewalks. Within 
the Urban class, auto urban character areas are a particular planning challenge as they are designed mainly 
to accommodate automobile circulation and parking. This is the main type of Urban development in Florence 
County. The extent of land cover by buildings and paved surfaces is similar to Urban areas, but often without 
a pedestrian orientation as in traditional downtowns. This is especially true where development is spread 
across the landscape more horizontally relative to more compact “development nodes” and “activity 
centers” that enable multi-purpose trips and walking or biking between destinations. Zoning Districts within 
Florence County appropriate in the Urban District Future Land Use Category include B1, B2, B3, R3A, R4, R5, 
and PD.  

• Much like Urban character areas, Downtown character areas are categorized by development very close to 
or within the proximity of a municipal downtown. As Florence County does Land Use planning for several 
municipalities therein, including the Downtown Development District Future Land Use Category is necessary 
with the allowed zonings of B4 and PD. 

  

A Note on Land Use Planning and Zoning 

The side-by-side comparison of districts for land use and districts for zoning above highlights the distinct 
purposes and uses of a future land use map relative to a zoning map. The County's development 
regulations are among the primary tools for implementing the plan. The Zoning Ordinance, in particular, 
can play a significant role in establishing and protecting the physical character of the County. These 
regulations delineate land use districts and the uses permitted within them, together with standards for 
buildings and site improvements. As a result, the ordinance largely direct development outcomes. 
Although the plan and future land use map provide only general planning guidance, they become the 
basis for updates of the zoning ordinance and the official zoning map. 
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Key Takeaways to Achieve Land Use 
Objectives  
  

There are a couple of key takeaways necessary to achieve the desired land use objectives above: 

Development Ordinances 
  

In order to move into the future to accomplish these goals, land use ordinances, including zoning and subdivision 
regulations, are critical.  Florence County will be reviewing all ordinances that could parallel the Future Land Use 
Categories found in this document.  The County must continually review all aspects of the zoning ordinance, based 
on this new plan, to identify potential regulatory and/or standards updates.  Doing so, it must add new or amend 
current provisions, as needed, that are directly linked to changing land use priorities.  These will include sections 
related to housing attainability, neighborhood conservation, business retention and attraction, leisure and 
lifestyle related land uses, pedestrian support, and park and open space protection. 

County Initiatives 
  

In order to achieve desired objectives, Florence County must continue to coordinate with local County partners 
to ensure cohesiveness and compatibility with their planning efforts.  This land use plan cannot fully capture all 
future changes.  As such, Florence County must be ever present and mindful of the needs of the community 
residents as the region grows and changes.  
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
  

Introduction 
  
This plan section highlights that Florence County is part of a broader regional Pee Dee economy centered 
in Florence County and the success of the South Carolina business climate.  The County has a strong employment 
base and growing living options for area residents. The County and the Florence County Economic Development 
Partnership and other regional partners continue to work on key economic development factors they can directly 
influence, whether involving utility infrastructure availability and capacity, the size and skills of the local 
workforce, networking and support among existing and prospective new local businesses, and processes for 

obtaining development approvals and 
permits.  Local governments create synergy by 
providing basic public services, on the one hand, 
while also pursuing economic development 
initiatives. Increased economic activity that 
creates a growing tax base better enables the 
County to provide the infrastructure and services 
desired by residents and businesses. Successful 
economic development also requires a focus on 
quality of place, capitalizing on the County's special 
character and often-cited “charm” to attract and 
retain businesses and high-skilled workers and to 
draw visitors seeking shopping, services, 
entertainment, recreation, arts and culture, and 
heritage tourism. During early discussions for this 
plan it was often noted that Florence County has 
entered a new era of residential growth after an 
earlier time of being known more for a slower 

pace. As this transition continues, Florence County also has the opportunity to build a more comprehensive and 
sophisticated approach to economic development as it is doing in other areas of governance and collaboration 
appropriate to a growing community. 

In addition to the goals listed here, it is important for County leaders to continually reference and consult with the 
staff of the FCEDP.  

Growth and Revitalization Strategies 
  
Economic development plays a huge role in land use decision making and in the County's growth and revitalization 
strategies, particularly to support additional primary jobs within the County.  Identifying areas of growth and 
development create economic diversity.  Several strategies to employ include: 

A. Focusing economic growth in the commercial and industrial sectors to the identified corridors on the Future 
Land Use Map.  

B. Focusing on diversification of companies to create a stable, solid, and longstanding industrial tax base. 

The Role of the FCEDP 

The Florence County Economic Development 
Partnership (FCEDP) plays a massive role in economic 
development and it is an extremely important 
responsibility.  In turn, the services, infrastructure and 
amenities the County provides are enticements that 
encourage further economic growth. Well-
constructed economic development policies and 
incentives will provide County government the 
greatest opportunity to influence the quality, quantity 
and timing of development. Such policies will create 
the ability to shift some of the risk of funding public 
improvements to private sector partners and will 
afford the opportunity to ensure growth pays for 
itself. 
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C. Working with education partners at all levels (high school, community college, and university) across the region 
and state to attract professionals to live and work in Florence County.  This will create a workforce ready to 
meet the needs of current and prospective employers.  

D. Create a strategy within the County to continue to have a wide range of employment opportunities as well as 
housing and lifestyle amenities. 

E. Keep an ongoing focus on drawing more and higher-level retail investment to address resident desires and 
bolster the County's tax base. 

F. Prioritize a higher utilization of industrial land, especially areas that are already “shovel-ready”. 
G. Support the growth of the strong medical and hospital presence, including specialists.  Leveraging new major 

employers to assist in the effort to support medical services may be a synergy to continue.  
H. Continue to strengthen Florence County's tourism industry and support preservation of the County's 

rich history. 
I. Reinforce Florence County's charming identity while also highlighting its proximity and links to other nearby 

areas and major South Carolina metropolitan regions.
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Priority Investments  
  
Public Projects 
  

As required by the Priority Investment Act, Florence County must do the following when considering public 
projects: Consult  and coordinate with all governmental entities and utilities - other counties, municipalities, public 
service districts, school districts, public and private utilities, transportation agencies and other public entities - 
that are affected by or have any planning authority over any public project identified.  This coordination can be 
detailed, but is required to be at a basic level providing written notice to these agencies with an opportunity to 
comment before a project is approved.  Through the process of writing and developing this Plan, these agencies 
were notified and given opportunity to engage as they will continue to be when any new public projects are 
proposed.  

New Zoning Tools  
  

The Priority Investment Act also provides for two new zoning tools to promote affordable housing and traditional 
neighborhood design.  Florence County shall: 

A. Undertake a study of their zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations to determine if the regulatory 
requirements affecting the affordability of housing are not necessary to protect the public health, safety or 
welfare. 

B. Analyze market-based incentives that may be made available to encourage the development of affordable 
housing. Under the Priority Investment Act, Florence County can identify priority investment zones to adopt 
market based incentives or relax or eliminate nonessential housing regulatory requirements in order to 
encourage affordable housing.  The creation of a new zoning map achieves this goal as many areas are now 
zoned to allow multiple types of housing.  Additional zoning tools should also be considered.   

C. The Act also requires Florence County to identify priority investment zones to encourage traditional 
neighborhood design – communities with mixed residential and commercial uses that look and function like 
traditional towns and neighborhoods.  They have done that through the creation of a new zoning map allowing 
Planned Development throughout the County.  They may wish to add additional tools to their ordinance in this 
regard as well.  These tools include density bonuses, relaxed zoning regulations such as lot area requirements 
or setbacks, reduced or waived fees, fast track permitting, and design flexibility.  All of these should be studied 
when a zoning ordinance rewrite is completed.  
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HOUSING 
  

Introduction 
  

The County's access to both Interstate 95 and the end of I-26 allow for easy travel access to and from the entire 
Pee Dee area. Many years ago, developers began proposing plans for a variety of housing, single family detached 
and attached, multifamily, as well as options for ownership or rental. 

As new residential sites and remodels continue to grow, the duty of the County is to protect land, and 
investments.  All of these factors need to be considered when projecting future development and expansion of 
residential communities in Florence County. Zoning can only go so far.  The County can only do so much.  Creating 
good land use policies that developers can look to can support connectivity, recreation, and infrastructure when 
considering projects.   

Key Issues to Consider 
  

During stakeholder and leadership engagement and as a result of the growing affordability problem discovered 
during the Existing County Phase, it is evident that it is important for Florence County to encourage housing 
opportunities that offer a variety of market rate options.  While there is a housing need, maintaining the volume 
of growth the County has to ensure logical, proportional growth at a rate which the County can serve is crucial. 
The sections below provide tangible steps to promote stable growth in the community without disrupting service 
or neighborhood consistency for existing areas. The items from the County's main strategic plan that are most 
relevant to this section are: 

• Promote Housing Development 

• Increase Community Walkability 

• Invest in Appearance and Downtown Revitalization for Municipalities with Florence County  

Action Plan Guide 
  

Housing Goals 
  

There are several housing goals that are important to consider: 

A. Create a diverse blend of housing options, including single family detached, single family attached, multi-family, 
and active living facilities. 

B. Bring market rate apartments and rental properties into the community. 

C. Preserve and/or enhance value for existing residential properties by promoting subdivision designs that offer 
new community development with long-term sustainability 

D. Promote connectivity through design and open space encouragement to allow for walking trails, sidewalk 
development, and overall pedestrian access through neighborhoods. 
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Policies for Housing 
  

It is important for Florence County to consider the following policies for making decisions during the approval 
process of new housing:   

A. Continue to follow all standards and development regulations set forth by the Zoning Ordinance and/or Land 
Development and Subdivision Ordinance, or other subsequent versions of these.  The County shall also strive 
to maintain standards for development that remain consistent with surrounding areas. 

B. Continue to encourage new guidelines that encourage a blend of housing options. 

C. Uphold regulations for infill and redevelopment to help improve existing areas and promote improvement to 
community values.   

D. Encourage development of housing to meet needs of varying price points for potential buyers and renters of 
all income levels. 

E. Promote development that offers blended housing, offering single and multifamily in one community, instead 
of separation of multifamily only or single family only.  This type of diversity in housing works especially well in 
Mixed Use communities and Planned Developments.   

F. Continue to improve permitting processes to avoid denial of potential projects that would benefit and promote 
the overall goals of the County and this plan. 

G. Encourage developers to create Mixed Use communities in order to blend residential and commercial uses to 
promote walkability and sustainable developments. 

H. Promote accessible designs for residential communities to allow pedestrian way connectivity and convenient 
access to trails and greenways. 

I. Monitor overall effectiveness of home owner associations (HOAs) in the community to ensure future 
developments can support long-term, sustainable HOA involvement in communities. 

J. Continue to grow support of multifamily interest and overcome perceptions from past and current situations. 

Actions 
  

Housing often happens naturally, where property owners chose to build homes or develop within the confines of 
the ordinance.  It is often without governmental input where developers purchase property.  The market dictates 
where housing is desirable and what type of pricing is in place.  However, making specific action steps can help 
the County plan for the future.  These steps are specific actions and thought processes:  

Capital Investment 
  

Ensure consideration for neighborhood needs and identify enhancement opportunities within the capital 
improvements planning to aide in prioritizing candidate capital projects.   

Programs and Initiatives 
  
A. Consider stronger support and development of programs to promote increased residential downtown to help 

promote mixed use for properties in the downtowns of local communities within Florence County.  

B. Continue to identify and monitor structures subject to minimum housing regulations to encourage renovation 
in established neighborhoods to prevent property value decline. 
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C. Support enforcement and code compliance to continue to develop the County to comply with standards 
adopted by the governing board to promote diversity in the community and uphold development standards 
and public safety. 

Regulations and Standards 
  
A. Review develop standards and ordinances to update and enhance housing as follows:   

1. Consider performance type zoning for residential properties to encourage more creative subdivision 
development and help increase preserved sustainable open space. 

2. Encourage flexibility by allowing Mixed Use, especially in urban settings.   

3. Review all development procedures to ensure housing development, the platting process, and the approval 
processes are clear and concise.  

4. Design principles for subdivisions to produce growth that protects the environment, encourages 
connectivity, and complimentary to the surrounding established development. 

B. Add new regulations addressing accessory dwelling units (ADUs) as well as short-term rental options within the 
County. 

C. Continue to maintain long term relationships with real estate and contractor communities for ongoing 
feedback and improvement regarding standards and guidelines for development guidelines. 

Partnerships and Coordination 
  
A. Partner with growing industrial partners and FCEDP to grow a local job base to encourage residents to be able 

to work locally. 

B. Continue regular interaction with all municipalities within Florence County to promote overall holistic growth 
in residential, industrial, and recreational accessibility for residents. 

C. Partner with the Habitat for Humanity or other County agencies to address low-income housing needs 
throughout the community. 

D. Maintain ongoing outreach with home owner associations (HOAs), as well as communities without HOAs, to 
establish community wide networking for neighborhood-level interaction with County staff and private 
organizations. 

More Targeted Planning/Study 
  
A. Consider completing concise neighborhood plans in a prioritized series over several years within the framework 

of this comprehensive plan (and establish a basis for conservation zoning standards if needed).   

B. Track housing market and socioeconomic trends relevant to the priorities of this document to anticipate 
emerging issues as well as measure success in satisfying existing needs. 

C. Monitor cost-of-living indicators exceeding mortgage and rental payments such as utility rates, tax rates, and 
appraisals. In addition, monitor these factors and changes between in-town, incorporated areas and 
unincorporated areas. 

D. Continue to monitor Florence County's retirement community and the national trends as tracked through the 
AARP and media sources to maintain adequate accessibility of active living facilities. 
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Housing Policy 
Options 
  

  

Florence County's housing is not a unique 
situation. The need for more housing of every kind 
is a problem for areas nationwide. The American 
Planning Association (APA) publishes guidelines for 
a range of planning issues. These policy guides 
offer best practices for planners to stay updated on 
national trends and best practices. Florence 
County can choose to implement the APA 
guidelines to help manage housing needs in the 
community. The 2019 APA Housing Policy Guide 
contains 5 key policies: 

A. Modernize state and local laws to ensure 
housing opportunities are available, accessible, 
and affordable to all. 

B. Preserve existing housing to maintain the quality 
and overall supply of affordable housing. 

C. Encourage environmental sustainability and 
resiliency as critical elements of housing 
availability and affordability. 

D. Ensure that public and private finance keeps 
pace and innovates to support increased housing 
availability and affordability. 

E. Support funding and program flexibility to 
provide services, shelters, and permanent 
supportive housing for people experiencing 
homelessness, veterans, immigrants, and the 
formerly incarcerated. 

Quality Neighborhood Design 

Florence County has the task of promoting affordable 
housing development and quality neighborhood 
settings. This also lends developers flexibility in design 
to help encourage more creative development. 
Different blends of housing type and levels of mixed 
use offer a variety of combinations for developers to 
incorporate in housing developments. This flexibility 
helps to create appealing neighborhood designs and 
community connectivity through: 

1. Local focal point, either a park or similar open 
common space, school, community center, etcetera 
that provides a central gathering place and unites 
the surrounding community. 

2. Emphasis on vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Street 
design accommodates safer walkability while also 
minimizing heavy automobile traffic. Greenway 
development to help separate pedestrian and 
cyclists from automobile traffic while allowing 
access to the same area. 

3. A variety of different housing to meet the needs of 
multiple demographics (age, income, etc.) 

4. Efficient street design to allow multiple routes to 
any location. Encourage connectivity between 
developments in a creative way that discourage 
nonlocal cut-through traffic. 

5. Close proximity to schools, activity centers, and 
daily conveniences to accommodate pedestrian 
travel and decrease overall traffic impacts. 

6. Incorporation of fringe uses to create a buffer 
between neighborhoods and other incompatible 
development. 

7. Designation of conservation areas to promote 
healthy living and increase availability of outdoor 
amenities. 

8. Respect for historic sites and structures of local 
importance that can be incorporated into 
neighborhood design. 

9. Promote centralized parking or street parking for 
denser urban areas to decrease impermeable 
surface areas from private driveways and garages. 
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AMENITIES AND THE NEXT BIG THING 
  
This plan section emphasizes the essential contribution that parks, open space, and recreation facilities make to 
a healthy and sustainable community. Parks and open space are integral parts of any County and often are among 
the public services most valued by residents and also enjoyed by visitors. Florence County offers well utilized parks 
and recreation facilities, that in addition to its historic assets and cultural facilities, contribute to the livability of 
the County. All aspects of this Comprehensive Plan shape the livability of Florence County, but this plan section 
especially reinforces the quality of life its residents enjoy.   

Goals for 
Amenities 
  

What are the goals for natural, cultural, and other 
amenities in Florence County? 

  

A. First and foremost, the County must protect and 
enhance the community's appearance. 

B. Taking advantage of the trail connections in and 
around the County. 

C. Creating protected and scenic entrances into the 
County, its parks, and natural resources is 
important. While economic diversification tends 
to rule the day, protecting the quality of life 
afforded by natural scenery is just as critical. The 
County should employ a study to create 
protected corridors for these amenities. 

Health and Parks 

Well-designed parks and trails can encourage and 
allow a safe place for exercise and community 
interaction and can provide mental health benefits 
such as stress reduction. Tools such as Health Impact 
Assessments (HIA) are used to quantify and qualify the 
public health impacts of proposed policies, plans, or 
development projects. Health Impact Assessments 
help communities assess the potential effects of a 
proposed policy, plan, program, or project on 
community health, including the distribution of 
benefits and costs within the community. HIAs 
recommend strategies for monitoring and managing 
health and bring public health issues to decision 
makers outside of the public health field, such as in 
transportation and land use. HIAs can be voluntary or 
regulatory processes that focus on health outcomes. 
Health Impact Assessments specific to parks and trails 
can be completed to evaluate how to maximize the 
positive impact of new park and trail investments on 
public health. Source: ULI - Intersections: Health and 
the Built Environment 
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Parks and Open Space Site Selection Criteria 

  
It is critical for Florence County to continue their strategic outlook on placement of new parks and open 
space.  Various factors influence the siting of parks and recreation areas. Among the criteria that influence 
site selection are the surrounding land use characteristics (e.g. type and scale of development, lot size), the 
size and anticipated use of the proposed area, and the potential physical development constraints and 
barriers (e.g. arterial (primary) roadways and other streets, waterways, and drainage ditches). The general 
site selection criteria and principal considerations for parks and recreation facilities include the following 
factors:  

Topography:  

1. The park should have a land surface configuration (relief) to accommodate its intended uses such as ball 
fields and open play areas. 

2. Some variation in topography, even if created through cut and fill, is desirable to create visual interest 
and to offer additional opportunities for park uses such as mountain biking and hiking. 

3. There should be a sufficient slope to allow for adequate storm water runoff from ball fields and other 
developed areas. 

4. Desirable views into and away from the site should be preserved and protected. 

Soils/Landscaping: 

1. The topsoil should be suitable for turf grasses and trees. 

2. The area should be protected from soil erosion during construction and designed to avoid erosion upon 
completion (e.g., through mulches, retaining walls). 

3. Natural or landscaped vegetation should include grass areas and trees with hardy, low maintenance 
species preferred for planted vegetation.  

4. Irrigation systems should be provided for intensively used areas such as playing fields and landscaped 
areas. 

5. Significant individual specimens or unique wildlife habitats are desirable.  

6. Interpretive signage should be provided to identify species and varieties of natural vegetation and to 
educate the public. 

Access and Location: 

1. All parks should be readily accessible to their users and convenient for pedestrians, bicyclists, and 
motorists. 

2. Parks should be accessible from collector (secondary) streets rather than arterial (primary) roadways. 

3. Parks should be located adjacent to trails and greenways to provide linkage to neighborhoods and other 
areas of the community. 

4. Joint use of sites for public parks and school use is highly desirable to maximize the public benefit and 
to be efficient in the expenditure of public resources. 
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The Next Big Thing for Florence County 
  

A lot of discussion was generated about what is the "Next Big Thing" for Florence County.  Many cities and other 
counties across the region struggle with identifying what that should be and how to get there.  More times than 
not, discussion focused on things for young people to do or engage in to keep them in Florence County.  One of 
the most popular concepts for this is additional facilities with sports fields, aquatic resources, and wellness 
activities for all ages.  

 

This type of facility can make a regional impact.  Discussed as a huge need for the area, keeping young people and 
new families engaged is critical to growth.  A multi-use facility would support several critical functions:  tourism, 
wellness, and economic diversification.  While this planning effort was not designed to master plan such a facility, 
it was a goal to identify what that effort should be focused towards.  
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It is essential for Florence County to tap into public/private partnerships to create this next milestone.  Other 
concepts discussed during engagement and detailed study included improvement of corridors with new and 

interesting commercial businesses, continued support and improved marketing of existing County facilities, and 
simply improving services the County already provides.  There is certainly something to be said for doing basic 
functions well. The County has a long standing history of excellent service in many areas.  It is a clear approach 

for the County to continue this pattern and look towards the future in these areas.  However, being forward 
thinking also involves considering what is next on the horizon.  Florence County has many options for growth 

and development.  With a longstanding tradition of considering the needs and desires of local residents, there is 
no doubt that whatever comes next for Florence County will be a long term success.   

 


